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Introduction
Lepton Flavour Violation in the charged lepton sector (CLFV) is forbidden in
the Standard Model of particle physics (SM)[1] with massless Dirac neutrinos. Even
introducing massive neutrinos in the model, so as to account for neutrino oscilla-
tions, the range of predictions for CLFV processes (as an instance the branching ratio
BR(µ+ → e+ + γ) ≈ 10−50) would be so tiny to be ever observed [2]. Although no
discrepancy with these predictions has been observed yet, the SM model is widely
considered as a low-energy approximation of a more complete and satisfactory theory.
Several candidates for such a theory, among which Supersymmetric Grand-Unified
Theories (SUSY-GUT), predict CLFV rates to be close to the current µ+ → e+ + γ
experimental upper limit. So there is a general consensus towards CLFV as one of the
most sensitive probes of new Physics beyond the SM [3, 4].
The MEG experiment [5] at Paul Scherrer Institut (CH) completed phase I of data
taking in 2013 to search for µ+ → e+ + γ decays, with a branching ratio sensitivity
of 5 · 10−13 at 90% confidence level. The latest results, compatible with the null
hypothesis, have been recently published [6]. While completing data analysis, since
2013 the MEG collaboration have undertaken a major detector upgrade to increase
the above sensitivity by another order of magnitude [7]. All the detectors were either
re-designed and built from scratch - as in the case of Drift Chambers (DC) and Timing
Counter (TC) - or upgraded by replacing the bulk of photosensors - which is the case
of Liquid Xenon (LXe) detector. The twofold objective to be pursued is to improve
both their resolutions (in order to keep the combinatorial background under control)
as well as their capability to steady operate at a higher muon stop rate (from 3 · 107 to
108 s−1), essential to achieve the sensitivity goal in a short running time (about 3 years).
Having to face towards a potential background and pile-up increase with a much
larger number of channels to be read-out at a higher bandwidth (700 versus former
200 MHz), it was immediately realised a brand-new combined trigger/data acquisition
(TDAQ) system [8] was mandatory to limit the data throughput (trigger and TDAQ
tasks used to be separately operated during phase I). In this system, each DAQ board
digitises up to 16 detector channels at 2 GHz sampling speed and operates first-level
algorithms to extract preliminary tips (such as amplitude and timing) of the related
channel subsample. These values are then arranged in a 64-bit bus and then serialised
to Trigger Concentrator Boards (TCB), being housed in the same custom crates; this
board gather and combine all the pieces of information from DAQ boards to accomplish
an on-line event reconstruction by means of an on-board Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). Whenever a signature of a signal event is found the TCB generates
a dedicated trigger signal for the whole system. In particular, the Pisa group in the
experiment took on the responsibility of the design and construction of TCB boards
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and in parallel the simulation and development of the firmware (both low and high-level
algorithms) on both DAQ and TCB boards.
When I joined the group to start my thesis job (fall 2015), a prototype version of
the TCB was available to be used in the forthcoming Engineering Run of the TC (from
7 to 21 December 2015). So I contributed to the following activities:
- simulation and development of trigger algorithms for on-line event reconstruction
and selection, on both DAQ and TCB boards;
- writing the tasks of the MEG on-line code needed to upload TCB configuration
parameters and data read-out;
- analysis of December 2015 and June 2016 Engineering Run data;
- computation of trigger efficiencies and resolutions on both real and Monte-Carlo
simulated events;
- schematic and layout revision of TCB prototype towards a final version;
- validation tests of a new set of 7 TCBs to be utilized in the fall 2016 Engineering
Run (LXe being involved);
- new design of so-called Ancillary boards, conceived as synchronous distributors
of Clock and control signals to the whole TDAQ system.
The thesis is organized in the following chapters:
The CLFV description with both a phenomenological and an experimental overview
of CLFV processes, with particular emphasis laid on µ+ → e+ + γ decays;
The Experiment description with a description of the upgraded MEG detector;
The Trigger System description dealing with the new TDAQ system, which points
out the main differences with the former one and recalls the steps to the final
hardware production;
The technical part to explain the main issues of trigger logic and reconstruction
algorithms;
The trigger simulation part which provides estimates of trigger performances (in
terms of signal efficiency and background rejection capability), based on a
simulation of the on-line event reconstruction;
The data-analysis part, to present results from a preliminary analysis of the Engi-
neering Run data in comparison with simulation predictions;
The final part, to drive conclusions and envisage future steps and milestones towards
the final TDAQ and detector assembly and the start of Phase II Run.
Part I
Charged Lepton Flavour
Violation and MEG experiment
1

Chapter 1
Lepton Flavour Violation
phenomemology
1.1 The Standard Model
1.1.1 Main features of the theory
The Standard Model of Particle Physics (often shortened in SM) is widely considered
at present as the most satisfactory theory of particle physics, that’s to say the model
that best merges our knowledge of electromagnetic and nuclear interactions[1]. The
current form has been established in mid ’70 with the discovery of the quark structure
of the proton[9] and the J/Ψ meson[10]. Later it successfully anticipated the discovery
of the W±[11], Z0[12] electroweak bosons, the top quark[13], the tau neutrino[14]
and very recently the Higgs boson[15]. SM predictions are verified with astonishing
precisions from sub-eV experiments up to TeV scale at LHC.
The basic components of Standard model are the 5 boson force carriers (photon
γ, W±, Z0, gluon g) and the 12 fermion particle fields: three charged leptons e, µ, τ
with their neutrinos and the six quark flavours, all of them being assumed massless
in the basic lagrangian of the theory. An additional scalar weak isospin doublet field
H =
(
φ+
φ0
)
, the so called Higgs field, has been introduced to give rise to fermion masses
through spontaneous symmetry breaking (i.e. Higgs mechanism).
In spite of its success, the Particle Physics community conceive the SM as a low
energy approximation of a more general theory capable of explaining some of a few
still unsolved observational and theoretical issues[16]:
• Inconsistency with the general relativity: it is known that any attempt so far to
reconcile both theories fail under certain extreme conditions (as in the case of
space-time singularities like the Big Bang or black hole event horizons);
• Dark matter and energy: from cosmological measurement we know that around
the 20% of the universe is composed by unknown matter (Dark Matter) and the
75% is composed of unknown energy (Dark Energy). The Standard Model can
account just for the remaining 5%;
• Matter-antimatter asymmetry: the size of CP (charge-parity) violation in weak
interactions is not enough to account for the unbalance between baryonic matter
and antimatter in the observable universe;
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• Neutrino oscillations: there is now striking evidence in favour of neutrino oscilla-
tions, against the basic underlying SM hypothesis of massless neutrinos; neutrino
mixing results in a violation of Lepton Flavour, a conserved quantum number in
the SM;
• Mass origin and spectrum: no answer is given to why we have three generation
of quarks and leptons and their mass hierarchy.
1.1.2 Model build-up
The Standard Model is based on observed symmetries of nature. Accordingly the
Lagrangian of the theory must contain only terms invariant under:
• global symmetry associated with the transformations of the Poincarè group
(spacetime translations, rotations and Lorentz boosts). The decoupling of a
massless fermion field ψ in its chiral components ψL and ψR is a direct consequence
of such a symmetry;
• internal symmetries of the electroweak sector, based on the U(1)Y × SU(2)L
group whose generators are Hypercharge (defined in terms of the electric charge
Q and the third weak isospin component T3 as
Y = 2 ·Q− 2 · T3, (1.1)
according to the Gell-Mann–Nishijima relation) and weak isospin (~T );
• the other internal symmetry SU(3)C in the quark sector related to colour quantum
number as described by Quantum Chromo Dynamics.
From the Goldstone theorem, associated with each of the above symmetries, as many
Gauge vector boson fields are introduced in the theory as the number of generators
of the group representation: Bµ as a carrier of the Hypercharge, Wµ(0,1,2) of the weak
isospin, a gluon octet to mediate strong interactions. Quantum numbers for each field
are reported in table 1.1. All them have a defined chirality as long as they are massless,
in order to take into account the V −A structure of weak charged-current interactions.
Only left-handed fields take part in the SU(2)L interaction; right-handed components
are arranged in iso-singlets and do not couple to gauge bosons Wµ(0,1,2).
particle Q T3 Y
νi = {νe, νµ, ντ} 0 + 12 −1
`i,L = {e−, µ−, τ−}L −1 − 12 −1
`i,R = {e−, µ−, τ−}R −1 0 −2
Ui,L = {u, c, t}L + 23 + 12 + 13
Di,L = {d, s, b}L − 13 − 12 + 13
Ui,R = {u, c, t}R + 23 0 + 43
Di,R = {d, s, b}R − 13 0 − 23
φ+ +1 + 12 +1
φ0 0 − 12 +1
Table 1.1: Quantum numbers for particles in SM: as hypercharge commutes with the third
component of weak isospin, Y and |T3| are the same in each multiplet.
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As in the case of Quantum ElectroDynamics, the coupling of fermion to gauge
boson fields appear in the Lagrangian by replacing the ordinary space-time derivative
operator ∂µ contained in the kinetic terms by the covariant derivative1
Dµ = ∂µ + ig
τa
2
W (a)
µ
+ ig′QYBµ (1.2)
where τa (a = 1, 3) are the Pauli matrices to represent the SU(2)L generators. Moreover,
Gauge invariance prevents adding bare mass terms to the Lagrangian like mψ¯ψ =
m(ψ¯LψR + ψ¯RψL): this would mix left- and right-handed components of the fermion
field ψ, thus violating the required SU(2)L invariance. So both matter constituents
(quarks and leptons) and gauge bosons are at this stage assumed massless, which
does not agree with experimental evidence. Mass terms may arise instead with the
help of the Higgs mechanism, namely the addition of Lagrangian terms with the
form ψ¯i,LHψj,R to describe the coupling of fermion fields to a scalar field doublet
H = (φ+φ0) which transforms like ψL under SU(2)L and has Y = 1 so that (1.1) still
holds. According to this mechanism, the Higgs field also contribute a potential term
to the Lagrangian of the form V (H) = −µ2H†H + λ(H†H)2. By summarizing, the
SM Lagrangian results from the sum of the following terms:
L = LGauge + LHiggs + LY ukawa (1.3)
LGauge = 1
2
F (a)
µν
F (a)µν + |Dµ|H|2 + iψ¯γµDµψ (1.4)
LHiggs = µ2H†H − λ(H†H)2 (1.5)
LY ukawa = g`i,j ¯`i,RH†`j,L + gUi,jU¯i,RH˜†Uj,L + gDi,jD¯i,RH†Dj,L + h.c. (1.6)
Here the first component 1.4 is the free field equation for lepton and boson fields:
F (a)µν is the gauge-field strength tensor defined as
F (a)µν = DµA
(a)
ν −DνA(a)µ − c fabcA(b)µ A(c)ν (1.7)
for each gauge vector field A(a)µ , also expressed in terms of the structure constants fabc
of the group. The Higgs potential 1.5 with µ2 > 0 has infinite, degenerate minima
corresponding to a non-zero vacuum expectation value equal to
√
µ2/2λ. The usual
choice of
< H >=
(
0
v√
2
)
with v =
µ√
λ
(1.8)
as a vacuum eigenstate is no longer invariant under both SU(2)L and U(1)Y and is
therefore responsible of the spontaneous symmetry breaking. As a consequence, Bµ
and W (0)
µ
mix into the photon Aµ and the Z0 fields via the Weinberg angle
θW = arcsin
g√
g2 + g′2
(1.9)
After spontaneous symmetry breaking, by using 1.8, the last term 1.6 reduces to the
form
LY ukawa = −¯`i,RM `ij`j,L + h.c. (1.10)
1 We omit quark and gluon terms in the Lagrangian as we focus on the lepton sector where fermions
carry no colour charge.
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expressed in terms of mass matrices
M `ij =
v√
2
g`i,j (1.11)
(analogous terms appear for the quarks), which can be diagonalized by means of an
unitary transformation U `†L M
`U `R.
It is worth noticing that the neutral and electromagnetic current terms remains
flavour diagonal also in the mass eigenbasis. This is not the case of the quark charged
current: the quarks taking part in weak charged interactions are a combination of the
physical states (the unitary 3× 3 mixing matrix being the known Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa one) and transition between quarks of different generations are then possible.
As long as neutrino states are massless (and hence degenerate), the lepton charge
current matrix can be diagonalized by a redefinition of the neutrino fields. The lepton
number carried by each flavour family is then conserved also by charged current
interactions.
An explicit Lagrangian form for muon interaction in the SM is given by the following
expression:
L = e µ¯γνµ Aν + (1.12)
− g√
2
(ν¯µγ
νµL W
+
ν + µ¯Lγ
ννµ W
−
ν ) +
−
√
g2 + g′2(µ¯Lγν(−1
2
+ sin2 θW )µL + µ¯Rγ
ν sin2 θWµR) Z
0
ν +
− mµ
ν
µ¯µ H
Here each term in a row describes muon interaction terms (respectively electromagnetic,
weak charged current, neutral current and Yukawa) whose vertices in Feynman graphs
are shown as in figure 1.1.
In Standard Model[17] muons are unstable particle with a mean life of
τ = 2.1969811(22)µs (1.13)
and a mass of
mµ = 105.6583715(35)MeV (1.14)
The possible decays and their branching ratios are listed in table 1.2.
process BR name
µ+ → e+ νe ν¯µ ∼ 99% Michel Decay
µ+ → e+ νe ν¯µ γ 1.4(4)% Radiative Decay
µ+ → e+ νe ν¯µ e+ e− 3.4(4) · 10−5
Table 1.2: Muon SM Branching Ratios
1.2 Lepton Flavour Violation in the SM: neutrino os-
cillations
First predicted by Pontecorvo[18] in 1957, neutrino oscillations have since been
observed by a multitude of experiments in several different contexts. This phenomenon
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Figure 1.1: Muon SM vertices
is of great theoretical and experimental interest in particle physics and plays also
a key role in astrophysics and, given the neutrino abundance in the Universe, in
cosmology as well. First, it implies that the neutrino has a non-zero mass, which
requires a modification to the basic SM to include right-handed neutrinos in the play,
thus explicitly violating Lepton Flavour. Second, left-handed neutrinos are no longer
guaranteed to be mass eigenstates, rather a linear combination of them to be expressed
in terms of 3 × 3 unitary mixing matrix (named after Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata) similar to the CKM one. Last but not least, as we see in next sections, it opens
to the possibility of a Lepton Flavour Violation also in processes involving charged
leptons (at which extent we will see in next section).
Nowadays there is an incontrovertible body of evidence in favour of neutrino
oscillations based on the following experimental facts, which led the Super-Kamiokande
and the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory spokespersons to be awarded the 2015 Nobel
Prize for Physics.
Atmospheric neutrino anomaly
Atmospheric neutrinos are originated by leptonic decays of the charged mesons
(mainly pions and kaons) produced in the atmosphere by the hadronic interaction of
primary cosmic rays according to the following decay scheme (for negative mesons,
and the charge-conjugated for positive ones):
pi−,K− → νµ+µ−
↓
µ− → e− + νe + νµ (1.15)
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The flavour composition of atmospheric neutrino flux at the Earth ground is thus
expected to be νµ/νe ' 2 at low energy and increasing at meson energies above
≈ 1 GeV, where muons start reaching the ground before decaying as the path to ground
(≈ 10 km) becomes comparable to their decay length.
Large underground detectors (like Kamiokande, IMB, Soudan and MACRO) had
observed since late ’80s a significantly lower ratio on the flux of muon to electron
atmospheric neutrinos (about 3.3σ away from expectations). A conclusive proof of
this effect and its unambiguous interpretation in terms of a two-flavour νµ → ντ
oscillations (with mixing close to maximum) had to come in 1998, when the Super-
Kamiokande collaboration announced a striking (more than 5σ) evidence for a deficit
of the absolute atmospheric νµ-flux, while the electron component was in substantial
agreement with the predicted rate [19]. Each flavour component of neutrino flux
was efficiently indentified by means of charged currents interactions in a Čerenkov
water detector and their spectra measured over a wide energy range from hundreds
of MeV to a few TeV. The dependence of the rate loss on the energy eventually
turned out to be a proof of neutrino flavour oscillations in vacuum. According to this
hypothesis, left-handed flavour neutrino eigenstates, i.e. those produced in charged
current interactions, are unitary linear combinations of massive (Dirac or Majorana)
fields: their time evolution multiplies each component by a phase factor varying with
time and hence with the travelled distance, so that the transition probability to other
flavours exhibits a typical oscillating behaviour; for instance, in a two flavour system,
the oscillation probability is given by the well-known expression [20]
P (ν` → ν′`) = sin2(2θ) sin2(
∆m2
4E
L) (1.16)
where θ is the mixing angle between the two flavours and ∆m2 the difference of square
masses of the two physical states. Equivalently, the effect is visible for neutrinos
travelling over an average distance longer than the oscillation length
λ[m] =
2.48 E[MeV]
∆(m2)[eV2]
(1.17)
Super-Kamiokande made also use of the tight angular correlation between the
incoming neutrino direction to that of the associated charged lepton, as reconstructed
by the direction of the Čerenkov cone. In particular it was possible to detect events
due upward going muons, generated by νµ interactions in the rock layer beneath the
detector. So, with a neutrino baseline ranging from 10 km up to the diameter of the
Earth, it was possible to completely reconstruct the oscillation pattern and obtain the
best-fit values ∆m223 = (2.44± 0.06) · 10−3 eV2 and θ23 = (45± 7)o in the oscillation
parameter domain.
Solar neutrino deficit
Electron neutrinos produced in nuclear fusion reaction powering the Sun and de-
tected by terrestrial experiments are fewer than those expected based on our knowledge
of the Solar Model and neutrino cross sections. This deficit has emerged since ’60s,
when Homestake, a radiochemical experiment in USA detecting neutrinos via the
reaction
νe +
37 Cl→ e− +37 Ar (1.18)
measured the neutrino rate to be about one third of that expected[21]. Other subsequent
experiments such as Gallex and SAGE applied the same detection technique with a
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different target nucleus (Gallium in place of Chlorine) so as to extend the detected
neutrino spectrum to a lower energy threshold (233 versus former 814 keV)2. The
deficit of solar neutrinos was confirmed by both experiments, though to a smaller
extent than in Homestake; in this case the measured rate amounts to about 60% of
that predicted.
Also SuperKamiokande was to confirm the deficit by detecting electron neutrinos
via their elastic scattering on matter electrons. However, neutrino oscillation was not
unambiguously identified as the source of the deficit until 2001, when the Sudbury
Neutrino Observatory (SNO) measured all the flavour components in the Solar neutrino
flux to provide clear evidence of flavour change during their path to the Earth[22]. The
SNO detector used to be a Čerenkov detector as well, whose core was filled with heavy
water to be sensitive to neutral current (and so flavour-blind) neutrino interactions on
deuteron,
νx + d→ νx + p + n (1.19)
whose signature was enhanced due to the delayed capture of the neutron by Chlorine
nuclei dissolved in. The neutron signal was essential to identify neutral versus charged
current interactions
νe + d→ e− + p + p (1.20)
which instead are uniquely due to electron neutrino. As an additional tool, they made
use of neutrino-electron elastic scattering, where all neutrinos can take part through
the exchange of the neutral Z boson, while the process via W boson exchange is open to
only electron neutrinos. The combination of the results of the three processes allowed
the SNO collaboration to disentangle the three flavour components in the neutrino
flux from the Sun and prove that:
• the overall flux was in excellent agreement with Solar Model predictions;
• a fraction equal to 0.34± 0.03 of electron neutrinos emitted with energy above
5 MeV analysis threshold (mainly due to 8B β+-decays ) oscillate to νµ or ντ .
The interpretation [20] of this effect in terms of neutrino oscillations is a bit more
complicated than in the case of atmospheric neutrinos, due to the fact that neutrinos
produced in the interior of the Sun have to pass through the dense solar matter.
The presence of electrons in matter affects the oscillation pattern as it changes the
energy levels of propagation eigenstates (mass eigenstates) of neutrinos due to charged
current coherent forward scattering of the electron neutrinos (which is analogous to
the electromagnetic process leading to the refractive index of light in a medium). This
means that neutrinos in matter have a different effective mass than in vacuum, and
since neutrino oscillations depend upon the squared mass difference of the neutrinos,
neutrino oscillations may be different in matter than they are in vacuum3. This explains
why the preferred solution to the solar neutrino puzzle, in terms of neutrino oscillations,
points towards mass differences values such as ∆m212 ∼ 10−5 eV2, even though the
corresponding oscillation length in vacuum is five orders of magnitude as long as the
average Earth to Sun distance. If indeed the electron density of matter changes along
the path of neutrinos (from being higher than 100 g/cm3 in the core to being much less
than ordinary matter at the surface), the mixing of neutrinos grows to maximum at
2 Thanks to the use of Gallium, these were the first experiments ever to observe neutrinos from
the Hydrogen-to-Helium fusion reaction, thus confirming the basic of energy production
3With antineutrinos, the conceptual point is the same but the effective charge that the weak
interaction couples to has an opposite sign.
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some value of the density, and then turns back; it leads to resonant conversion of one
type of neutrinos to other one, which is the so-called Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein
(MSW) effect.
Neutrino oscillation at reactors
The results on both atmospheric and solar neutrinos have been confirmed by
experiments which have been operating since 2000’s at nuclear reactors, which are a
copious, kell-known source of electron antineutrinos due to β-decays of neutron-rich
fission fragments. Neutrinos are usually detected through the coincidence of a prompt
signal due to the positron from the inverse β-decay reaction
νe + p→ e+ + n
and the delayed γ-ray emission following the neutron capture (as in the case of SNO).
The first experiment worth citing is KamLAND, a 2-kton scintillator detector located at
the Kamioka Observatory, the Japanese underground facility hosting SuperKamiokande
as well, and surrounded by a cloud of 55 nuclear reactors (spread over Japan and even
in South Korea) at an average flux-weighted distance of approximately 180 kilometers
from the detector; this makes it sensitive to the mixing of neutrinos associated with
the MSW solution, at large mixing angle, to the solar neutrino deficit as pointed to by
SNO.
Also KamLAND reported an evidence of a deficit of the νe counting rate as well as
an energy spectral distortion, which are both consistent with a two-neutrino vacuum
oscillation hypothesis[24]. A combined fit of KamLAND and solar neutrino data
pinpoints the LMA as the best-fit solution to the problem of solar neutrino deficit
and returns ∆m212 = (7.59± 0.21) · 10−5 eV2 and tan2 θ12 = 0.47± 0.06 as the best-fit
values of oscillation parameters.
More recently three experiments, named Daya Bay, Reno and Double Chooz,
operated at varying distances (from hundreds meters to about 1 km) from reactor
cores to find evidence of νe disappearance as a function of distance, which could again
be explained in terms of neutrino oscillation in the νe → νx channel, with best-fit[17]
values ∆m223 = (2.44± 0.10) · 10−3 eV2 and sin2(2θ13) = 0.084± 0.005. Although this
oscillation is subdominant to the one involving νµ → ντ transitions in atmospheric
neutrinos, the determination of a non-vanishing value of mixing angle θ13 is essential to
confirm the paradigm of a three-flavour mixing and preserve the possibility of measuring
the CP-violation phase in current and future accelerator neutrino experiments (such
as T2K and Nova).
1.2.1 Charged Lepton Flavour Violation in the SM
While forbidden in a basic version of the SM with massless neutrinos, CLFV
processes are allowed instead in every extension of the SM that includes neutrino
masses and mixing, which are known to be non-vanishing from neutrino oscillations.
The experimentally measured values of mixing angles are relatively large (if compared
with quark mixing), with the exception of θ13 which has been measured only recently.
While the absolute values are still unknown, their mass differences lie in the sub-eV
range. In the frame of extended versions of SM to include massive Dirac neutrinos, loop
diagrams appear to give rise to finite CLFV amplitudes. For instance, µ+ → e+ + γ
decay can happen due to the Feynman graph shown in 1.2. Here a muon couples to a
virtual W boson, which emits a real photon by inner bremsstrahlung, and a virtual
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Figure 1.2: µ+ → e+ + γ graph in SM extended with neutrino oscillations
muon neutrino. According to the mixing matrix element, the muon neutrino converts
to an electron one through flavour oscillations and then it is coupled to the virtual
boson to generate the final-state electron.
The branching ratio of this process can be estimated by using the muon coupling
to W given in 1.12, the electromagnetic vertex for γ-emission and neutrino mixing
parameter. The contribution to the process amplitude due to the last factor contains a
dependence on the transition amplitude, proportional to the mass squared difference
∆m2ij , the energy scale where the mixing occurs (i.e., the W boson mass mW ), and the
time scale of the mixing process, which is expected to be proportional to 1/mW based
on uncertainty principle. Indeed a more detailed computation[2] results in a branching
ratio prediction given by
BR(µ→ eγ) = 3α
32pi
∣∣∣ ∑
i,j=1,2,3
U∗µiUej
∆m2ij
m2W
∣∣∣2 (1.21)
where α is the fine structure constant, ∆m2ij are the neutrino mass squared differences
and Uαi mixing parameter between the α flavour and the i-th mass eigenstates. By
replacing the numerical values pointed to by neutrino oscillation experiments, one
obtains BR(µ→ e) ≈ 10−54, so tiny to be ever experimentally accessed. The reason
for this is clearly the very small value of ∆m2, compared with the electroweak mass
scale. Just to give a rough idea of what (1.21) means, one can note that with the
currently available muon beam intensity (108 muons per second), the observation of
a single µ+ → e+ + γ decay would require ∼ 1035 years. Then, we can conclude that
CLFV processes in the SM, even if possible in principle, are forbidden in practice; so,
if such effects are experimentally observed, they must originate outside the SM.
1.3 Lepton Flavour Violation beyond the SM
The standard model has three gauge symmetries; the colour SU(3), the weak isospin
SU(2), and the hypercharge U(1) symmetry, corresponding to the three fundamental
forces. Due to renormalization, the coupling constants of each of these symmetries vary
with the energy at which they are measured. Around 1016 GeV these couplings become
approximately equal. This means that above this energy the three gauge symmetries
are unified in one single gauge symmetry with a simple group gauge group, and just
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one coupling constant. Theories trying to unify the SM symmetries are called Grand
Unified Theories (or GUTs), and the energy scale at which the unified symmetry is
broken is called the GUT scale. Below this energy the coupling of strong interaction
splits from the other forces, while the breaking between electromagnetic and weak
interactions occurs at the electroweak scale mW .
The existence of two mass scales poses the question why the Higgs boson is so
much lighter than the GUT scale[25]. One would expect that the large quantum
contributions to the square of the Higgs boson mass would inevitably make the mass
huge, comparable to the scale at which new physics appears, unless there is a precise
fine-tuning cancellation between the quadratic radiative corrections and the bare
mass (which is the so-called “hierarchy problem”). The problem can be solved if
GUT models are embedded in Super Symmetric (from now on: SUSY) models which
trends to include also gravity in a unified scheme (in this case the natural mass
scale for unification would be even larger, because of the weakest coupling of gravity:
mGUT ≈ mPlanck ≈ 1.2× 1016 TeV). In this frame each ordinary particle has a SUSY
partner, in a completely different mass scale, which belongs to the opposite spin group of
the particle itself: SUSY fermions are counterparts of ordinary bosons and SUSY bosons
are counterparts of ordinary fermions. This introduces a symmetry between bosons
and fermions, which has the fundamental property of producing cancellations, at each
order, of divergent diagrams to solve the hierarchy problem; then, the renormalisability
of a theory based on the SUSY frame is guaranteed.
However, the symmetry between fermions and bosons is manifestly broken in
nature, so that SUSY-breaking terms must be included in the theory. In the Minimal
Supersymmetric Model (MSSM) the scale of SUSY breaking is around 1 TeV, but in
other schemes the symmetry breaking occurs at much higher energies (∼ 103÷4 TeV).
SUSY particles of masses ∼ 1 TeV could be produced in high energy collisions and
observed at accelerators as LHC (no positive effect has emerged so far [27, 28]), but
for higher mass scale the direct production is not possible and such energy regions can
be explored only indirectly by looking at lower energy phenomena, such as CLFV. The
interplay between the high-energy, the high-intensity and the high-precision frontiers
is one of the main elements of the future roadmap of particle physics.
1.3.1 The µ+ → e+ + γ decay in SUSY-GUT theories
In SUSY and SUSY-GUT theories the slepton (leptons SUSY-partners) mass matrix
is diagonal in the flavour space at the Planck (GUT) scale, but radiative corrections
may induce sizeable non diagonal terms in the evolution from GUT to electroweak
scale. Due to these terms, it turns out that CLFV processes might be generated by
slepton mixing in loop diagrams, like that for the µ+ → e+ + γ decay shown in Fig. 1.3.
The resulting amplitudes depend on the symmetry group being chosen and, within the
same group, by the set of parameters of the theory: however, they are expected to be
strongly enhanced with respect to SM. After the pioneeristic work by Lee[29], several
authors calculated the expected amplitudes for several CLFV processes in the frame of
various symmetry groups. In general, different SUSY models predict different branching
ratios, since the mixing mechanisms involve different SUSY particles and different
members of slepton doublets. (for a recent review see [26]). In general, the presence
of heavier particles in the loop produces an enhancement in the expected branching
ratios, usually proportional to the square of the particle mass; for instance, predictions
for µ+ → e+ + γ decay range from 10−15 to 10−13 in SU(5) models [30, 31, 32] and
from 10−13 to 10−11 in SO(10) models [30, 31].
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Figure 1.3: Loop diagram contribution to µ+ → e+ + γ decay width in SU(5) SUSY-GUT
theories.
Nevertheless, general requirements of SUSY models, like the request of a stable
theory without need of parameter fine tuning, introduce severe constraints, thus making
narrower the allowed range of predictions for CLFV processes.
In Fig. 1.6 [33] the expected BR(µ+ → e+ +γ) is shown as a function of the lightest
SUSY particle mass in a SO(10) based SUSY-GUT model. A limit on BR(µ+ → e+ +γ)
of 10−14 can exclude, in this model, SUSY particle masses up to 2 TeV
1.3.2 Comparison to other CLFV processes
The first studies of lepton-number violation in the charged sector started in ’40
when the absence of µ → e + γ showed that muons are not an excited form of the
electron[35]. Later this muon channel has been complemented with limits on other
forbidden decays from muon itself, from tau (τ → µ+ γ) and from kaons (K0 → eµ)
and also other processes involving muons µ+A→ e+A. In figure 1.5 is shown the
evolution over the time of some of these processes.
The first group of processes involve muons: the long decay time and current ac-
celerator technologies make possible extremely intense muon beams (up to 108 µ/s).
Such an high rate and a simple kinematic put a huge interest on muon channels.
In addition to the µ+ → e+ + γ decay that I will describe in the next section I
want to highlight some other channels:
The muon-electron conversion µ−A→ e−A is receiving attention due to the Mu2e
experiment[36] at Fermilab and the COMeT[37] and DeeMe[38] at J-PARC.
These experiments search for a 104.97 MeV positron from the muon conversion
inside a nucleus. This channel is almost background-free since there is no source
of such positrons, nevertheless extreme care should be addressed in the positron
identification,. Typically they consist in a light positron tracking device followed
by a calorimeter for energy and time measurement.
The triple electron decay µ+ → e+e−e+ is the complementary channel to µ+ →
e+ + γ and µ−A → e−A, in this case the dynamic is more difficult due to the
high number of charged tracks in the detectors. The µ3e experiment[39] has been
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Figure 1.4: Branching ratio of µ+ → e+ + γ decay as a function of lightest slepton mass in
a SO(10) based SUSY-GUT model. The grey area was excluded by the MEGA
experiment [34]. The blue dotted line is a reference case for favoured values of
parameters.
approved at PSI and it will face this challenge by using a combination of silicon
pixels and scintillations detectors with a GPU-based data processing.
Other CLFV process involves τ leptonic decays that have been studied at Belle[40,
41] and BABAR[42, 43] B-factories. These decays are interesting because the higher τ
mass leads to a bigger sensitivity to CLFV processes (expected ∼ (mτ/mµ)3). This
higher sensitivity is paired with major difficulties since the τ decay is not fixed as the
muon one and their shorter decay time make impossible to construct a τ beam.
The Kaon sector also looks promising thanks to several experiments dedicated kaon
rare decays such as K → µe[44].
The µ+ → e+ + γ, τ+ → µ+ + γ, µ− → e− and µ+ → e+e+e− processes can be
correlated with model-dependant assumptions as shown in figure 1.6 in the case of
SO(10) SUSY model.
To help compare data in a model-independent approach we can use an effective
Lagrangian that describes the three CLFV processes involving muons[50]:
LCLFV = mµ
(k + 1)Λ2
µ¯Rσ
µνeL F
µν +
k
(k + 1)Λ2
µ¯Lγ
µeL(U¯LγµUL + D¯LγµDL) (1.22)
This Lagrangian depends on free parameter k and Λ physics scale. The first term
mediates µ+ → e+ + γ directly and the second one contributes at 1-loop level.
With this Lagrangian a µ+ → e+ + γ BR limit can convert in an exclusion zone in the
(k, Λ) plane and can be easily combined with other processes like µ+ → e+e−e+ and
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Figure 1.5: Historical development of limit on CLFV processes, open symbols refer to
planned experiments
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Figure 1.6: Branching ratios for τ+ → µ+ + γ (red), µ+ → e+e+e− (blue) and µ− → e−
conversion in Ti (green) as a function of BR
(
µ+ → e+ + γ) in a SO(10) based
SUSY-GUT model[33].
µ−A→ e−A.
Currently limit on k and Λ parameters are shown in figure 1.7. Note that in the
approximation κ << 1 only the first term of 1.22 is relevant. In such approximation a
BR limit on µ+ → e+ + γ of 10−14 is as sensitive to new physics scale Λ as a limit on
µ−A→ e−A of 10−16. These two order of magnitude are due to the additional QED
vertex.
1.4 A possible experimental hint at CFLV; the muon
g − 2
Using the 1.12 and the other vertices included in SM, the muon magnetic moment
gµ receive loop corrections that move it from Dirac gµ = 2 statement. Usually this
correction is reported as magnetic anomaly aµ =
gµ−2
2 , currently this value has
been measured by the E821 experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratories and
there is a 3.6 σ deviation between theoretical prediction and experiment[45]. While
new calculations are in progress a couple of new experiments will try to confirm
such discrepancy. The first one is E989[46], it will be carried out at Fermi National
Laboratory using a setup based on a storage ring similar to the Brookhaven one. The
second one is J-PARC g-2/EDM[47], it is a project at Japanese Proton Accelerator
Research Complex using a new ultra-cold muon beam and a completely different layout
capable of measuring also the muon electric dipole moment.
The difference can be accounted by new loop of supersymmetric particles on TeV
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: Λ, k exclusion zones of µ+ → e+ + γ with respect to µ−A → e−A (a) and
µ+ → e+e−e+ (b)
scale and is connected in several models to Lepton Flavour Violation decay. In
figure 1.8 is reported a theoretical correlation between the g-2 muon anomaly and
the µ+ → e+ + γ Branching ratio[48], remarkably the measurement of ∆aµ = (gexpµ −
gthµ )/2 = 14.4±3.2 (exp)±2.1 (th)·10−10 is not in agreement with BR(µ+ → e+ +γ) <
4.2 · 10−13(90% CL)[6] leading to the invalidation of the theoretical model.
This shows how precision particle physics measurements can be effective when combined
together.
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Figure 1.8: Correlation between g-2 anomaly ∆aµ = (gexpµ − gthµ )/2 and a CLFV process
branching ratio in a specific model
Chapter 2
The MEG II experiment
2.1 Signature and backgrounds for µ+ → e+ + γ
The µ+ → e+ + γ event signature relies on the simple kinematics of a decay at rest
in the laboratory frame, which implies the coincident detection of back-to-back positron
and photon each with an energy equal to half the muon mass mµ/2 = 52.83 MeV. In
order to make muons efficiently stop in a thin target (whose thickness is such as to
minimize matter effects on decay products), it is mandatory to use soft muons, like
those originated by the decay of charged pions at rest in their production target. The
search is carried out by using a positive muon beam, as the main fate of negative ones
is to be captured by target nuclei after stopping.
There are two major sources of background for this process:
physics (or prompt) background, coming from radiative muon decays µ+ → e+ +
νe + νµ + γ when neutrinos take away a small fraction of the center-of-mass
energy;
accidental background, due to the random coincidence of a positron from Michel
decays (that is µ+ → e+ + νe + νµ, the dominating decay channel) and a high-
energy photon originated from any radiative process, either radiative muon decays
or positron interaction (bremsstrahlung or annihilation in flight) in the apparatus
and its surroundings.
2.1.1 Physics background
In radiative muon decays, both positron and photon are emitted according to
continuous energy spectra up to mµ/2. So there is a non-zero probability for this
process to mimic signal events when both particles approach their end-point. The
differential decay width can be calculated as a function of the energy of the positron
(Ee) and the photon (Eγ) normalized to their maxima, namely in terms of adimensional
variables x ≡ 2Ee/mµ and y ≡ 2Eγ/mµ (so 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1), as well as their relative
angle. Figure 2.1a shows the computed photon spectrum (integrated over the other
kinematic variables), which exhibits an almost exponential decrease until vanishing
at the end-point. However, finite detector resolutions introduce background events
which ultimately limit the experimental sensitivity; given the energy resolutions δx
and δy, it is possible to define a signal box, centered around the nominal signal values,
where to look for events. By integrating the differential width over this box, one
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a) Normalized energy spectrum for a photon from radiative muon decays. (b)
Branching ratio of this channel as a function of positron (δx) and photon (δy)
energy resolutions [49].
obtains the decay fraction shown in Figure 2.1b in the case of unpolarized muons. For
instance, from this plot it turns out that relative energy resolutions better than percent
(δx = δy = 0.01) are needed to keep the physics background below 10−15, which is
necessary to achieve a sensitivity limit at the level of 10−14.
2.1.2 Accidental background
The expected rate of accidental coincidences in a time window δteγ results from
the product of independent positron and gamma yields in the signal selection window.
For a muon stop rate Rµ, an analytic expression is given by[49]
RAcc =
α
2(2pi)3
R2µ δx (δy)
2 δteγ (δθeγ)
2 (ln(δy) + 7.33) (2.1)
δx and δy being the widths of energy window of either particles and θeγ the angle
between the two directions. While the rate of physical processes (both signal and
radiative decays) is linear with the muon decay rate, the accidental one is proportional to
Rµ squared: this means that the accidental background dominates at higher muon rates.
Hence using more and more intense muon beams must be accompanied by adequate
improvements in detection resolutions so as to keep the accidental background under
control.
From 2.1 it turns out that a particular emphasis must be laid on the γ-detection,
due to the power dependence of that rate on the γ-energy resolution. This can be
explained in terms of the different energy spectral shape by the end-point (rapidly
decreasing as shown in Figure 2.1a in the case of γ’s, almost flat that of positrons).
Another tool to be efficiently used to suppress accidentals is timing. The capability
of disentangling particles due to uncorrelated processes relies on an accurate estimate of
the timing of each, which demands the use of fast detection techniques on both positron
and gamma sides. Let us review in next sections how these tasks are accomplished.
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parameter name expected value
σ(Ee+) 110 keV
σ(θe+) 5 mrad
σ(φe+) 5 mrad
σ(ze+) 1.2 mrad
σ(Eγ)/Eγ 1.0
γ Position 2.0 mm
γ − e+ Timing 80 ps
Ω
4pi angular acceptance 0.1
trigger efficiency 90%
γ recostruction efficiency 60%
e+ recostruction efficiency 95%
sel event selection 85%
Table 2.1: Expected resolutions and geometrical acceptance of MEG II detector.
2.2 Expected sensitivity in MEG II
The number of event recorded by MEG II for a given branching ratio is as follows:
Nµ = RµT
Ω
4pi
e+γselBR(µ→ e+ γ) (2.2)
where T is the data-taking time, Ω is the angular detector acceptance and e+,γ,sel
are overall efficiencies (including detection, trigger and oﬄine selection). Being the
observation of a signal event a rare process, we can assume this number to fluctuate
according to a Poisson distribution. The experimental sensitivity at a certain confidence
level (for instance at 90%) can be extracted (a priori) in the hypothesis of a null result,
which occurs if the number of candidate events matches background predictions based
on foreseen experimental resolutions[7] as listed in table 2.1. According to Feldman-
Cousins prescriptions[51], a set of toy Montecarlo Experiment have been generated so
as to make background events fluctuate around central values obtained by replacing the
listed values in the differential background spectra (see expression 2.1 for accidentals
and Figure 2.1a for radiative decays). A confidence interval is then extracted for the
number of signal events and converted into a limit to the branching ratio which depends
on DAQ livetime as shown in figure 2.2. With the quoted resolutions, in three years
data taking we expect to improve our sensitivity to ∼ 6 · 10−14, seven times better
than the current limit.
2.3 Experiment overview
The apparatus is designed so to constrain the kinematics of the two-body signal
decay: independent detectors, surrounding the beam line and the muon target, are
meant to detect each decay product. In particular, a Liquid Xenon scintillation
Calorimeter (LXe) is designed to measure the energy, the direction and the time-of-
flight of the gamma; a magnetic spectrometer combining a Cylindrical Drift Chamber
(CylDC) together with a solenoidal magnetic field (named CoBRa) is used to track
positrons and reconstruct their momenta. A Pixelated Timing Counter (PixTC), hit
by positrons as soon as they quit the tracking volume, provides both a reference to
drift time in CylDC and a better estimate of positron time-of-flight. The angular
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Figure 2.2: Expected 90% limit on B(µ+ → e++γ) as a function of running time (in weeks).
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Figure 2.3: 3D representation of MEGII Experiment
acceptance is tailored to LXe entrance window, which subtends an angle to muon
target defined as | cos(θ)| < 0.35 and −60◦ < φ < +60◦, corresponding to 10% of the
whole solid angle (the polar axis being the beam direction).
A side-by side comparison with the phase I apparatus is displayed in figure 2.4. At
a first glance it is clearly visible the increased volume of the tracker (in green), which
ensures a better extrapolation of positron tracks up to the PixTC and a more precise
track length determination than in the former version. Also the C-shaped calorimeter
(in blue), which is contained in the same vessel as beforehand, has a new thinner and
more finely segmented inner face together with a more compact arrangement of the
photo-sensors on its side walls. The same holds for the PixTC (in cyan) too.
Not shown in the picture, additional and auxiliary detector and equipments are
used either to monitor and calibrate the apparatus (like the BGO Calorimeter and
the Cockcroft-Walton accelerator) or to further improve the background tagging and
rejection (like the Radiative Decay Counter).
2.4 Muon beam and target
The MEG experiment operates at a low-energy muon beam line (named piE5) at the
Paul Scherrer Institut in Switzerland, which is the world most intense continuous muon
beam currently available. Up to 108 µ/s can be delivered and stopped on a thin target
located at the detector centre, whose thickness must be lower than 2.5 ·10−3X0 in order
to minimize matter effects on decay products. Low momentum muons (29.3 MeV/c)
are generated by soft pions, being produced by the interaction of a 590 MeV proton
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Figure 2.4: Layout differences between MEG and MEG II detectors.
beam on a graphite target and decaying at rest at its surface (that’s why they are called
“surface” muons). The pion decay time (26 ns) is comparable with the radio-frequency
period (20 ns) of the proton cyclotron, so that the muon beam is almost continuous.
This feature is particularly suited to MEG: indeed a pulsed beam, capable of delivering
muons at the same average rate, would have a higher instantaneous rate (the shorter
the duty-cycle, the higher the rate): the rate of accidentals would increase accordingly.
On the other hand, the continuous structure makes the job of the Data Acquisition
system more difficult, as the data readout would result in a detector dead time.
As shown in figure 2.5, the beam passes first through an electrostatic separator
to remove residual pions and electrons and then through a Beam Transport Solenoid
(BTS) which also contains a degrader to reduce muon momentum before the beam
impinges on the target. The MEG target is a Polyethylene disc tilted by 22◦ w.r.t beam
direction. This angle is chosen to maximise the path of the muons inside the target,
thus increasing the stopping efficiency, with minimum effects on outgoing positrons.
2.5 The Liquid Xenon Calorimeter
As already stressed in previous sections, the photon detector[52] plays a key role in
the experiment. The choice of liquid Xenon as a scintillation detector is based both on
its physical and optical properties. Xe is a rare gas which is liquid at a comparatively
high temperature (165 K), has a high atomic number (Z = 54, just between Cesium
and Iodine), hence small radiation length (X0 = 2.7 cm). Its light yield is comparable
to that of Sodium Iodide, but with a significantly lower emission time (of the order of
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Figure 2.5: Beam transport system for PSI piE5 line
nanoseconds compared to 230 of NaI), to accomplish energy and time measurement
with unprecedented resolutions at the energy of interest. The scintillation peak is in
the vacuum ultra violet region (178 nm wavelength) and is due to the recombination
and formation of the excited Xe∗2 following ionisation. Being this dimer absent at the
ground state, Xenon is inherently transparent to its own fluorescence radiation1. This
is a peculiar feature of liquified noble gas scintillation and is of the utmost importance
in particle detection, as it makes the photo-collection (and hence the energy response
function) quite uniform and almost independent of shower fluctuations.
With its 900 ` volume in a peculiar C-shaped form it is the current worldwide largest
liquid xenon scintillation detector (figure 2.6). It has a depth 38.5 cm corresponding to
∼ 14 X0 to fully contain the gamma-induced electromagnetic showers. The scintillation
light is collected by 4092 Multi-Pixel Photon Counters (MPPC, shown in Figure 2.8)
on the inner face (that is the gamma impinging side and the one to collect the bulk of
scintillation light) and 668 2-inch PMTs on the other sides. The higher density coverage
of the inner face, which used to be surveyed by the same PMTs during phase I, is the
main upgrade of this detector. The higher granularity as well as the minimisation of
dead space between photosensors have the effect of increasing the photostatistics and
fixing one of the weak points of the former detector: the lack of uniformity in collected
photoelectrons which, in the case of gammas interacting in the dead space between
PMTs, used to be quite fewer (almost halved) than in the case of gammas interacting
in front of a PMT, as shown in Fig.(2.7).
The single MPPC will be connected in series with other four to form a bigger sensor.
This configuration will preserve the single sensor timing accuracy with respect to the
parallel connection by reducing the effective detector capacitance. The drawback is
1 The medium transparency could be spoiled by the presence of contaminants, such as water
vapour or oxygen, to absorb the VUV scintillation: for instance, at the emission peak wavelength the
absorption length is 50 cm for a water concentration of 100 ppb. This means that LXe needs to be
continuously purified by means of molecular sieves in order to keep that concentration at least one
order of magnitude lower than that.
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Figure 2.6: Structure of the Liquid Xenon Calorimeter (XEC), part of the inner face is not
shown
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Figure 2.7: The strabismus effect in the MEG calorimeter, attenuated using smaller sensors.
Figure 2.8: A MPPC used in XEC Calorimeter
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that the required bias voltage is 4 time as high and the signal gain is lower.
2.6 The Drift Chamber
The spectrometer is based on a non-uniform solenoidal superconducting magnetic
field that varies from 1.5 T at the target to 0.5 T at the end of the active area. This
field gradient is suited to achieve a COnstant Bending Radius (from there the magnet
name of CoBRa) independently of positron emission in the acceptance area. The other
effect of this gradient is to efficiently sweep high transverse momentum positrons out
of the tracking volume, thus reducing its occupancy.
The positron track is sampled by a cylindrical drift chamber[53] with a stereo angle
of 6◦. This detector is based on a completely new design to overcome a few troubles
experienced with the former harp-shaped version. First, wires are strung in a unique
active volume (filled by a 90/10% Helium-isoButane gas mixture), while the former
consisted in 16 drift chamber sectors surrounded by kapton foils: as a result, the hit
density (almost 60 hits per positron turn) is quite higher than beforehand (by about a
factor three) and the material budget is lower to reduce multiple scattering (the total
radiation length per turn is about 1.1 · 10−3 X0). Also the support structure has been
designed not to intercept positron trajectories up to the PixTC.
The full new chamber will be divided in 8 angular sector containing 150 cells each
for a total of 1200 anodic sense wires and 6400 cathodic field-defining ones. Each cell
is composed of 8 cathodic wires surrounding a central anodic wire to form an almost
square cell. The maximum drift time in such a cell is 150 ns.
The use of a low Z gas mixture, while being essential for minimizing matter effects,
has the drawback of a low average number (about 12.5/cm) of ionisation clusters
induced by through-going minimum ionising particles: cluster fluctuations might then
produce a bias in the measurement of the distance of the closest approach of a particle
to an anode wire. To eliminate this bias and reach possible resolutions even below
100µm, a cluster timing technique has been proposed. This technique, as opposed to
the traditional determination of the impact parameter, which uses only the arrival time
of the first cluster, consists in measuring the timing of all the individual clusters and
produce a bias-free estimator using also the timing of the clusters following the first one.
Since the time separation of single clusters might be of the order of a few nanoseconds,
applying this technique requires a very fast (a few GS/s) digitising sampling speed
coupled with proper front-end electronics bandwidth.
2.7 The Pixelated Timing Counter
A scintillator array[54] complements the intrinsically slow drift chamber to deter-
minate positron timing with the needed resolution (see table 2.1).
The old Timing Counter design was based on multiple, parallel thick scintillator
bars to make the response to circular positron tracks as uniform as possible. However,
the best operating resolution turned out to be 65 ps (about a factor 1.5 worse than
expected), mainly limited by magnetic field distortion on PMTs, light walk time
spread and electronics jitter. The solution has been found to use a higher level of
segmentation, consisting in two semi- cylindrical shells of ultra-fast scintillator pixel
(tiles) of 120× 50× 5 mm3, each coupled to magnetic field insensitive photo-sensors
with lower transit time spread and higher quantum efficiency, namely AdvansId Silicon
Photo Multipliers (SiPMs). Each pixel is connected to 3 fanned-in SiPMs on each
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(a) The Timing Counter pixel (b) The Timing Counter pixel spatial disposition
Figure 2.9: The timing counter pixel module 2.9a before being wrapped in its black plastic
and the module spatial disposition 2.9b
side. The geometrical arrangement, as shown in figure 2.9b is such that a signal-like
positron crosses many pixels. In this way the resolution can be improved by averaging
on multiple hits, each providing an independent estimate of the positron timing. In
order to make cluster reconstruction easier, tiles are labelled so that the one with a
smaller ID is crossed beforehand.
2.8 Radiative Decay Counter
The Radiative Decay Counter (RDC) is a new auxiliary detector of MEG II
apparatus. It is designed to detect very low momentum positron usually coming from
radiative decay with a hard γ. It will be used to veto accidental background events in
which such a photon is accidentally in coincidence with an other high energy positron.
It consists in a set of 12 plastic scintillators for timing in front of 76 LYSO Crystals
used as a calorimeter. The detector structure is shown in figure 2.10. The detector will
be located in the downstream centre of the drift chamber ∼ 1 m away from the target
as shown in figure 2.3. An upstream version of this detector made of scintillating fibres
is currently under study.
2.9 Detector calibration and stability monitoring
The high resolutions on γ and e+ variables, needed to reach the goal sensitivity of
MEG II, have to be maintained throughout the experiment life. This is obtained with
calibration methods which were fully developed and used during the Phase I of the
experiment.
These methods can be split in two groups. The first ones, being used to obtain
the detector response function and provide the set of calibration parameters, require
a different beam and target setup and cannot be operated during the normal run:
this group includes γ-lines generators such as the Pion Charge Exchange and nuclear
proton-induced reactions, as described below. The second includes techniques to
monitor the apparatus stability in a parasitic way during the physics data-taking.
These methods are designed to be easily identifiable by the trigger and the oﬄine
analysis and are usually low-rate so as not to worsen detector occupancies. Among
these tools are externally triggerable light sources (LEDs in LXe and a Laser diode for
the PixTC), or low-activity α-sources (241Am) submersed in LXe.
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Figure 2.10: Radiative Decay Counter structure
2.9.1 Alpha sources and pulsed LEDs
α events in LXe are useful to monitor the Quantum Efficiency of photosensors[55].
The mean range of a 5.44 MeV α in LXe is ∼ 40 µm so light emission position is
very well localised. Five α-emitters are deposited on each of five 50 µm-thick wires
suspended in LXe, each with a nominal 200 Bq activity. Given the source position, the
collected number of photoelectrons can be compared with the number of scintillation
photons, as predicted by MC simulations, to extract the quantum efficiency set.
The trigger can discriminate online α events thanks to its peculiar pulse shape. As
in the case of other liquid noble gases, the energy deposit is converted to scintillation
either through ionisation/recombination or through the faster direct dimer excitation.
The latter mechanism is almost absent in the case of minimum ionising particles, while
it gets significant at higher ionisation densities: in the case of αs this mechanism is
found to contribute to about 20% of the light yield. As a result, the scintillation decay
time in the case of αs is about half that of a m.i.p. This difference was successfully
established during Phase and already used at a trigger level to efficiently identify α
events in spite of the overwhelming beam-correlated low-energy background.
Other photo-sensor parameters, like amplification, can be monitored by means of a
set of pulsed LEDs thanks to the good reproducibility of the light emitted.
2.9.2 LXe energy calibration
Unlike the spectrometer, where the magnitude of the positron momentum is de-
termined uniquely by the knowledge of the geometry of the detector and the map of
the magnetic field, the value of the γ-ray energy must be extracted from the num-
ber of photons detected by the photosensors surveying the LXe volume, once the
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proper proportionality factor is known. This factor includes the LXe light yield, the
photo-cathodic coverage, photosensor gains and Quantum Efficiencies (QE). All these
quantities may depend on time: some more than others (e.g. the purity of LXe may
change, some PMTs may be switched off for some runs). For this reason a number
of calibration lines are available to check the energy scale over the full energy range.
Low-energy calibrations by means of radioactive sources are easier and performed more
frequently. Although they are of limited use to set the absolute energy scale in the
signal region, they are helpful in signalling gross variations of LXe purity. Here follows
a list of these lines, which span over a broad energy range:
- at low energies, 4.4 MeV γ-rays from an Am/Be source and 9.0 MeV γ-rays from
capture on nickel of thermalized neutrons produced by a commercial neutron
generator;
- at intermediate energies, a Cockcroft-Walton accelerator[56] is used about twice
a week to deliver protons, with tunable kinetic energy in the 400÷ 900 keV range,
onto a Lithium-tetraborate target to induce the emission of 17.6 MeV γ-rays
from 7Li(p, γ17.6)8Be and 4.4 MeV and 11.6 MeV γ-rays from 11B(p, γ4.4γ11.6)12C.
The coincident detection of the two γ-rays from the latter reaction by LXe and
the Timing Counter was also efficiently used to intercalibrate the relative timing
of the two detectors and will be used again in the future apparatus, although
γ-detection on the TC is more difficult with thinner tiles;
- in the signal energy region, gammas can be generated from the pion charge
exchange reaction followed by the decay of the neutral one according to the
following scheme:
pi−p→ pi0n (2.3)

γγ (2.4)
This calibration is performed once/twice a year by delivering a negative pion
beam to a dedicated liquid Hydrogen target located at the detector centre in
place of the muon target. Due to the pi0-boost in the laboratory frame, the
energy of the two γs has a flat distribution between 54.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 82.9 MeV, the
correlation between the energy of each and their relative angle θ being as follows:
E1,2 =
Mpi0
2
γpi0
(
1±
√
1− 2
γ2pi0(1− cos(θ))
)
(2.5)
In particular the two γs are at the edge of the spectrum in the case of θ = pi,
which happens when their direction in the pi0-frame is aligned with the pi0-boost
in the lab frame. To select this configuration, a 4× 4 BGO crystal calorimeter
(see Figure 2.11) is located on the side of the target opposite to LXe.
2.9.3 Laser calibration
All he 1024 pixels of the new TC need to be monitored and their timing offset to
be determined with adequate accuracy in order not to bias the relative γ − e+ time
estimation. To achieve this goal, the light sourced from an Hamamatsu pulser PLP-02
with a laser diode SLD-041, with a tunable intensity, is split and fed to each pixel
by a set of optical fibres. What makes this device particularly appealing is the short
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Figure 2.11: The BGO crystal used to tag pion CEX reactions.
light pulse (< 40 ps, the small time-jitter between the laser pre- trigger and the light
pulses (< 10 ps, with less than 10 ps/◦C temperature dependence) and the stable
pulse-to-pulse light emission (relative variation < 1%).
2.10 The DAQ Software
Data readout and event building rely on MIDAS (Maximum Integrated Data
Acquisition System)[57], a framework developed by a joint PSI-TRIUMF collaboration.
The data management is accomplished using RAM buffers. Programs can add and read
from those buffers: in the first case they are called Producers, in the latter Consumers.
The best example of Producer is the frontend application: this program handles the
state of hardware DAQ, checks whether a trigger is generated and, in this case, flushes
the data to the main memory buffer. Data inside a buffer are organised in C-structures
called Banks and identified using a 4-character string name. An example of Consumer
program is the Logger application to write the data from RAM to disk.
When multiple PCs are necessary for an higher throughput, like in the MEG case,
different banks are assembled by the Event Builder, a consumer of frontend banks to
generate the assembled event data stream.
Part II
The WaveDAQ Data Acquisition
System
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Chapter 3
TDAQ hardware Equipment
3.1 System requirements
As described in chapter 1, the MEG experiment is going to face a huge beam-related
background with a significant pileup probability due to the 7 · 107 µ+s . This demands
the use of fast front-end and digitising electronics (at the level of 2 GSPS) for each
detector channel, in order to disentangle multiple piling-up events and achieve the goal
of a timing accuracy better than 40 ps. Also, this is useful to correct for baseline shift
(also known as ballistic deficit) and identify single ionisation clusters in the ClyDC.
With this scheme the resulting data event size would be impressive: 1.8 kB/channel
without zero suppression and data compression. A high efficiency trigger system is
then mandatory to suppress the background and reduce this huge data throughput.
The main requirements to the new system design are the following:
• full waveform sampling of each channel;
• full front-end and digitizing electronics to be hosted in five racks (i.e. the same
space available to the old system);
• analog bandwidth ≥ 700 MHz ;
• 97% trigger efficiency in the analysis region of selection variables (Eγ ≥ 48 MeV,
|teγ | < 6.5 ns);
• trigger latency ≤ 500 ns including data transmission;
• final trigger rate ≤ 10Hz;
• modularity and scalability up to 15000 channels.
3.2 Phase I Trigger and DAQ
3.2.1 Main Structure
The old system utilised separate trigger and digitising electronics, each consisting
in custom VME boards arranged in a two-branch structure[58] as shown in figure 3.1.
The front-end stage was performed by active splitter boards (custom 6U boards) which
fanned out detector signals to both systems.
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of front-end, trigger and DAQ electronics in MEG phase I.
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Figure 3.2: Layout of the DRS4 chip.
Digitising boards used to sample detector signal waveforms at 1.6 GHz for the LXe
and TC detectors, 0.8 GHz for the Drift Chamber which used to have less stringent
timing requirements. A zero suppression was then operated to reduce data. In parallel,
trigger boards hosted 100 MHz commercial ADCs and FPGAs to sample and process
detector signals so to identify µ+ → e+ + γ event candidates. When the requested
conditions were met, a Stop pulse was sent via a dedicated bus (the so-called “trigger
bus”) to the whole system to stop sampling and start data readout.
3.2.2 DRS boards and the Domino chip
The heart of MEG DAQ electronics (during both phase I and II of the experiment)
is the Domino Ring Sampler 4 (DRS4 or simply Domino) chip developed at PSI[59], it
is an analog waveform digitiser and its layout is shown in figure 3.2.
The choice of developing a custom chip was mainly driven by economical reasons:
the market rate for a very fast (1 GSPS) ADC chip ranges between 600e and 900e for
2 channels. These chips are commonly used in conjunction with fast FPGAs in
commercial oscilloscopes and hosted on commercial ADC boards in the range of several
thousand euros. Even for a "small" experiment with ∼ 13000 channels like MEG, these
prices would be unaffordable. So the solution was to move the speed requirement from
ADC to a dedicate Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). The main drawback
of such a chip is the increased dead time of the apparatus. The DRS chip is an “analog
storage” of the voltage input channel by means of a chained array of 1024 cell, each
equipped with a capacitor and a fast write switch: the so-called Domino wave, being
cyclically propagated throughout the chain, enables one switch at a time thus charging
that capacitor at the current voltage. As a result, each cell stores a time-bin of the
waveform until the Domino wave re-enables its switch and overwrites the cell content.
The chip sampling period is just the time needed by the Domino wave to propagate
between two adjacent cells of the chain. The frequency of the Domino wave is obtained
by a low speed reference clock received at a input and multiplied inside the chip to the
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Figure 3.3: The old readout board with its custom DRS4 Mezzanine
desired sampling frequency thanks to a ring oscillator controlled by a Phase Locked
Loop (PLL). When a trigger signal is generated, a Stop signal is issued at the DRS
input to stop the oscillator and disable all the write switches: in parallel, the analog
stored values start to be shifted in turn to an external ADC to be digitised by means
of a low speed clock.
The DRS4 chip can steady operate at sampling speed ranging from 0.8 GSPS up to
5 GSPS. Of course, the inter-cell delay and the propagation speed on the ring oscillator
chain have to be finely calibrated in order to achieve the timing accuracy needed to
the experiment. During Phase I, the analog input bandwidth was limited to 200 MHz
at the front-end stage by the THS4302 and THS4508 operational amplifiers.
3.2.3 Readout Boards
DRS4 data output used to be organised and sent to the online CPU via Custom
6U VME carrier boards housing two custom mezzanines, each with two DRS4 chips
(figure 3.3) coupled to as many 14-bit AD9212 ADCs for digitisation[60]. The readout
was handled by an on-board Xilinx Virtex II Pro FPGA to implement the VME slave
protocol. The time needed to the VME master to gather data from all the boards in a
crate was quite long (∼ 24 ms/event). In order to save livetime, data were arranged
in a multiple buffer pipeline, so that the Domino wave can be enabled during data
trasmission: in details, DRS4 chips were forced to be idle only during ADC conversion
or whenever the pipeline was full. By setting the length of the pipeline to 3 events, the
livetime fraction moved from around 85% to 99%. An online PC was finally connected
to each VME crates to run the MIDAS frontend software and collect data packets from
different crates.
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(a) Trigger Type1 board (b) Trigger Type2 board
Figure 3.4: Trigger boards from the old MEG DAQ.
3.2.4 Trigger Type 1 Boards
In MEG I the trigger system[58] consisted in custom VME boards arranged in a
three-layer structure, each hosting a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGAs to process detectors
signals and reconstruct the observables needed to event selection. These signals (16
channels at a time) used to be received and digitised by lower-level 6U VME boards,
named Type 1 (see figure 3.4a), by means of 10-bit resolution, 100 MHz flash-ADCs so
as to obtain an estimate of the signal amplitude (at the level of a few-per-mil accuracy)
and timing (with a few ns resolution). ADC outputs was then gathered by the FPGA
to be synchronously processed by basic algorithms to extract and combine signal
pulse features (current pedestal, fast discrimination, gain amplitude compensation,
time-stamps and other detector-dependent pieces of information). Combined data
were then encoded on a 48-bit parallel bus and serialised through a DS90CR483 LVDS
Serialiser to the next trigger stage as shown in figure 3.1.
Both FPGA input and output were recorded onto multiple cyclic memory buffers
to be addressed via VME readout for an oﬄine system check.
3.2.5 Type 2 Boards
The so-called Type 2 boards, built according to 9U VME standard as shown in figure
3.4b, operated at intermediate and high level of the trigger tree to collect digital pieces
of information from Type1 boards associated with different detectors and combine
them to obtain estimates of the kinematic observables of interest (namely energy,
direction and time of flight) of decay particles. In particular, at the intermediate layer
Type2 boards operated higher-level algorithms to process and merge the information
transmitted by nine Type1 boards via the companion DS90CR484 LVDS deserialisers.
Again, algorithm output encoded in 48-bit buses (up to two per board) was transmitted
to the top-level board (the trigger Master) via the same serialisers/deserialisers. Finally,
the task of the master was to assemble all event characteristics and issue a Stop signal
whenever a trigger condition was met. The Master was also the one to receive the Busy
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Figure 3.5: The Ancillary board from the old trigger system
status from all the digitisers during VME data readout and make the whole TDAQ
system restart as soon as the busy was cleared.
3.2.6 The ancillary system
The synchronous operation of the system (FADC digitisation, algorithm execution
and data flow) was guaranteed by a set of “Ancillary” boards (see figure 3.5) to distribute
clock and control (Start and Stop) signals to all digitisers. A master ancillary board
hosts a SARONIX SEL3935 oscillator to deliver a very low jitter (less than 30 ps) master
clock at 19.44 MHz which, although being not essential for trigger synchronisation,
was quite important for ensuring accurate detector timing (as a rule of thumb, the
clock jitter adds in quadrature to the overall system time resolution). On the trigger
side, each board utilised a PLL (a CY7B994V Roboclock) to multiply the input clock
frequency to generate 16 replicas of the global 100 MHz clock signal throughout a
board. The relative phase between these can be programmed to compensate for the
relative timing skew between chips (and, in the case of the FPGA, even between lines
in a bus) and ensure proper synchronisation over the whole trigger tree.
3.2.7 Main Limitations
Being tailored to the size of the former apparatus, the old TDAQ system turned
immediately out to be unsuitable and not cost-effective to the requirements of the
upgraded one. Indeed the increased number of channels would led to a 3-4 more rack
space, which is impossible to fit in the experimental hall. In addition, connections
between different crates would need much longer cables and data transmission, with
severe concerns to signal latency. The need to pursue a better timing and a more
powerful pile-up rejection demands for a wider signal bandwidth at the front-end stage,
as already stressed above. Last but not least, even trying to replace only part of the
system, this would force us to build a new hardware with obsolete components (in
few cases no longer available on the market) in order to maintain compatibility with
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the remaining ones. Also the use of VME transfer protocol for data readout, with
individual slave access/acknowledge capability at a relatively slow system clock (16
MHz), can be considered as deprecated in comparison with currently available Gbit
links.
So in mid 2012 a decision was eventually taken to redesign from scratch the whole
TDAQ with brand new boards under the name of Waveform Data Acquisition or
WaveDAQ[8].
3.3 The new WaveDAQ
3.3.1 System overview
The new system utilises new boards compliant to a 3U custom backplane. Each
crate fits to a 19-inch standard rack to maximise the electronic density 3.6a. The crate
has 16 identical “slave” slots to host digitising boards, symmetrically disposed around
two central ones, reserved to master boards for trigger and data collection. Power rails
are provided and controlled by a Crate Management Board (CMB), which also handles
the slow control access to the crate via a standard serial interface.
The new digitising board is called Waveform DRS4 Readout Module, WaveDREAM
Board or simply WDB. It operates the analog sampling of 16 waveforms with a
bandwidth higher than 700 MHz in a “transparent mode”: the same ADC being used to
digitise (upon trigger occurrence) the voltage stored in a DRS4 cell array, can be used
in parallel to continuously digitise at 100 MHz a lower bandwidth copy of the same
input signal and feed the 14-bit output to a Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA. Here we are going
to instantiate the same reconstruction algorithms being executed on trigger Type 1
boards. Hence the new system combines in a unique WDB board both the functionality
of the analog sampling technology of the DRS4 chip as well as the features of former
splitter and Type 1 trigger boards. This way a much more compact system can be
constructed, which again is necessary given the limited space around the apparatus.
Digital outputs of all WDB algorithms are serialised and transmitted via point-to-
point differential connections, routed in the crate backplane (Figure 3.6b) and with
Gbit/s capability, to a dedicated Trigger Concentrator Board (or TCB) hosted in one
of the two reserved slots at the crate centre, as shown in figure 3.7. In this respect the
TCB board assumes in the new TDAQ architecture the same role formerly played by
trigger Type 2 boards.
One crate, with overall 256 channels, would fit the size of a small experiment. In
the case of larger applications, the possibility of having two or more crates in parallel,
complemented by a trigger concentration crate and a control signal distribution device,
makes the system scalable up to 16384 channels. This is the case of MEG II. Pieces
of information from individual crates are then transferred via external commercial
FCI cables and gathered by higher-level TCBs, hosted on the 16 “slave” slots of a
dedicated crate (the Trigger Crate), and further assembled to provide combined detector
information to the Master TCB, which is in charge of generating Start and Stop signals
to the whole system. Control signals issued by the Master TCB are then fanned out
by an Ancillary crate which also provides a copy of low jitter clock 100 MHz as a
reference to each crates, according to same scheme as in the previous DAQ. This clock
is hardware-compensated to be synchronous on every board of the system.
The other master slot in a crate is reserved to the so-called Data Concentrator
Board (or DCB), whose task is to receive data packets from all the slave boards in the
crate via backplane connections and send them to the online PCs via Gigabit ethernet
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(a) The WaveDAQ crate
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Figure 3.7: The new WaveDAQ system
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Figure 3.8: The WaveDREAM Board with two DRS4
connections. Apart from mastering the crate, the DCB is also used as a final fanout of
the clock and control signals to all boards hosted in the same crate.
3.3.2 WaveDREAM Boards
The design of a WaveDREAM board, conceived to combine several features of
signal processing (from front-end to GSPS sampling and trigger) in a 3U board, is
a very compact one, as it is possible to appreciate in (Figure 3.8). Each channel is
connected through a miniaturised MCX connector so that 16 channel can be packed in
less than 14 cm height. The front-end has two switchable gain stages, which can be
combined to obtain a post-amplification by a factor one to about 100 while preserving
the bandwidth up to more than 700 MHz. Higher amplifications are particularly needed
to increase signal amplitudes coming from drift chamber pre-amplifiers, whose typical
values range in the order of a few ten millivolts. By increasing the amplitude to a few
hundred millivolts, the signal-to-noise ratio inside the DRS4 chip is improved, which
allows more accurate charge measurements.
The Domino chip is configured in a Transparent Mode, where a limited bandwidth
copy of each input signals appears directly at the output to be continuously digitised
by the ADC to provide data to the trigger. The ADC initially chosen was an AD9636
80MHz Pipelined one. After the first PCB development we noticed that the conversion
latency was 210 ns due to the pipelined structure, which is too long to fit trigger
requirements. In the next PCB revision (called WDB 3, while current version is the
2.1), it will replaced by a LTM9010 100MHz 14-bits ADC, with a only 50 ns latency.
As another new feature, a configurable ADCMP604 discriminator is also available to
provide very fast timing information to the trigger.
The board processing unit is a XC6SLX45T-150T Spartan6 FPGA with a software
instantiated MicroBlaze processor. Apart from being used as a trigger processor
and a RAM where to store sampled waveforms, the FPGA takes also care of board
synchronisation.
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The board is also equipped with its own oscillator and a Gigabit Ethernet link so
as to be operated as a stand-alone system. Connection to the backplane is ensured by
a 96-pin AirMax VS connector for the handshaking of power, control and data lines
with crate masters with the following pinout assignment:
• 3.3V, 24V and 80V power rails;
• the crate trigger bus consisting in:
– TRG Trigger signal, issued on trigger generation;
– SYNC signal for system synchronisation at the beginning of a run;
– BUSY open collector rail to generate the busy signal for the crate;
– SPARE for further use;
– LSK_CLK the low skew synchronous clock distribution;
• ATTENTION open collector signal to alert the DCB in the case of problems/er-
rors;
• BUS_CLK uncompensated common clock signal.
• POWER_ON and INIT signal to power up signal handshaking;
• 8 LVDS pairs for SerDes transmission of encoded data to the TCB;
• 3 LVDS pairs for memory data transmission to the DCB;
• MSCB serial interface compliant to Midas Slow Control Bus (Details in chapter
3.3.8)
• SPI serial interface interface (CLK, MISO, MOSI, SELECT) for low level firmware
interface as well as the download of the FPGA configuration file.
An High voltage piggy-back module can be installed to a WDB to supply, via
the same cable carrying the signal input, a regulable DC voltage to bias both LXe
and PixTC photosensors at their breakdown (within 1 V ÷ 80 V, 55 V ÷ 135 V or
10 V ÷ 210 V selectable ranges). The return current is measured with 0.2% accuracy.
On the same piggy-back board there is also a Maxim 1-wire slow control bus to monitor
environmental temperatures.
3.3.3 Trigger Concentrator Board
TCB boards shown in figure 3.9 concentrate the bulk of the system data-processing
capabilities. It is designed to collect trigger pieces of informations from different
detector sets, to be combined, processed and forwarded to higher-level concentrators
by using a new generation Xilinx XC7K325T-2 Kintex 7 FPGA. All the boards utilise
the same hardware: they just diversify by the firmware running on the FPGA, which
depends on their task/position in the trigger tree.
Each TCB in a reserved crate Master position is connected to the backplane via
five 96-Pin AirMax connectors (overall 480 pins). Almost all signals are LVDS pairs
and are routed on-board with less than 50 ps skew. The front panel connector are four
8-pairs FCI-10052838 Connectors for inter-crate connections. The choice of SerDes
protocol for data handshaking instead of a dedicated transceivers is due to the lower
latency (40 instead of 160 ns). A few FCI pins are reserved to the Master TCB output
(called the Trigger Bus) encoding:
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Figure 3.9: The Trigger Concentrator Board
• TRG the trigger signal followed by serial data of any event like trigger type and
event number;
• SYNC pulse as on the crate;
• BUSY back-propagated by the ancillary system;
• SPARE for further use;
Also, each board is pin-to-pin compatible with Slave slots so as to be used in a slave
position in the Trigger Crate. 6 LEDs are present for board debugging and status
monitoring. An internal clock oscillator can be also mounted on the board to test
algorithms without the use of complete ancillary clock distribution.
3.3.4 Data Concentrator Board
This board receives and fans out the trigger bus on a front panel FCI Connector
and handles the crate readout. Similar to the TCB, it has three AirMax connector
to the backplane for SerDes communication and low skew clock distribution. The
processing unit of this board is a XC7Z035 Zynq CPU hosting a Dual core ARM A9
CPU and a 275K Logic Cells FPGA. This Board also manages data reduction and
Slow Control tasks via SPI & MSCB interfaces to slave boards in the crate. The CPU
is capable of running a Linux distribution and so the old DAQ cluster of 29 Online
PC is no longer necessary. The interface to data storage is a 10Gb Ethernet on SFP
optical connector.
3.3.5 Ancillary System
The new Ancillary System is not conceptually different from the old one. The
most significant difference is the availability of a global clock with a factor 6 better
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Figure 3.10: The Ancillary Board
jitter (from 60 ps down to 10 ps). Also the trigger bus bandwidth is increased to be
compatible with the new SerDes throughput.
Any Ancillary board (figure 3.10) can be configured as Master or Slave. The Master
sits in the DCB position in the dedicated Ancillary Crate to receive the trigger bus on
the dedicated FCI Connector from the master TCB, generates the clock and forwards
all them to the backplane. Ancillary slaves are located on crate slave position to receive
the trigger bus from the backplane and fan it out of their 4 front panel FCI connectors.
They also receive the BUSY signals from the DCB of different crates to be combined
and forwarded via backplane to the Ancillary Master and then to the TCB Master.
3.3.6 Crate Management Board
The basic system services, the same of a fan-power unit in a commercial crate, are
handled by the Crate Management Board accessible via Ethernet interface on MSCB
protocol:
• Main 24V and 3.3V power rails generation;
• High voltage generation for WDB DC-DC converter between 70 V and 210 V;
• Voltages, currents and temperature monitoring;
• fan control;
• SPI Crate Slow Control and MSCB Bus when DCB is not in use.
This board can individually switch off a crate slot to implement an hot-swap function-
ality. The processor on this board is a SiLab C8051F120.
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Figure 3.11: The 8-bit SPI protocol timing, 16 and 32 bit ones are similar.
3.3.7 SPI Communication Interface
The Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is the main way to change Trigger Parameters
(Thresholds, Lookup Tables...) or to read trigger data (online monitoring, trigger
efficiency calculations...). This access will be later moved to DCB serial links to
decrease dead time. The SPI is a synchronous serial transmission bus developed by
Motorola, it is based on parallel to serial conversion via shift registers and support
multiple slaves simply by connecting them in parallel. The interface relies on 4 different
signal:
• SPI_CLK is the transmission clock, is used to shift a bit in shift register;
• MISO is the slave shift register output and the master shift register input;
• MOSI is the opposite of miso, slave shift register input and master shift register
output;
• SELECT is an active low signal to select a slave in multiple-slave connection.
Each slave has its own select signal.
On top of this interface the protocol of figure 3.11 has been developed. The first byte
encodes the command according to table 3.1, then the correspondent width address
is transmitted. If it is a write command the 8, 16 or 32 bit value is transmitted, if
it is a read command the number of consecutive words starting from this address is
transmitted and the slave responds the values of requested number of words.
3.3.8 Midas Slow Control Bus
The Midas Slow Control Bus (or MSCB) is the default slow control bus for MIDAS,
the DAQ system being used in MEG. The system is based on the RS485 serial interface
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Command Byte
8-bit Write 0x11
16-bit Write 0x12
32-bit Write 0x14
8-bit Read 0x21
16-bit Read 0x22
32-bit Read 0x24
Manufacturer ID 0x30
Clear 0x40
Sync 0x50
Reset 0xF0
Table 3.1: SPI command bytes
but is also available on USB and Ethernet. It can be used to monitor values and to
issue commands. Currently its main use in the new DAQ is to wrap data transmitted
on local SPI Interface (online PC-CMB communication) and to control the high voltage
plug-in on the WaveDREAMs.

Chapter 4
Trigger implementation
In the previous chapter I described the new TDAQ hardware and the data flow
from detector input signals until data transfer into the FPGA, both on WDB and
TCB boards. In this chapter I will focus on the Firmware implementation, that is to
say the set of logical equations instantiated on each board FPGA to operate trigger
algorithms (which are board specific). I will also present the tests I carried out to
exploit the hardware potential and prove the correct system behaviour.
4.1 Firmware structure
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 display the functional block schematic of WDB and TDC boards
respectively. In the former case, serial data links from ADCs are de-serialised at the
input pads of the Spartan 6 FPGA. The 224 data bits are stored on readout memories
by a synchronous 100 MHz clock and fed to the local trigger algorithms together with
the output of fast analog comparators. The algorithm output is sent to TCBs or used
as a local trigger for applications where only one board (so not more than 16 channels)
is needed. Readout data can be either serialised to the DCB or directly sent to a PC
through the Gbit Ethernet. Part of the FPGA resources are employed to instantiate a
MicroBlaze microprocessor to manage all the slow control and synchronisation tasks
as well.
The TCB firmware structure is quite different since no slow control is needed, all
the fabric is dedicated to trigger logic. Data inputs are sent to the main trigger block
after being selected by a configurable bit mask and, in parallel, they are recorded
on RAM memories (MEMIN) with a cyclic address. The memory content can be
either serialised to the DCB or directly accessed via SPI by the Crate Management
Board (though at lower transfer speed). A direct write access to these memories is
also possible via SPI to download simulated detector data, which is essential to debug
reconstruction algorithms. The algorithm output is finally flushed to similar memories
(MEMOUT) and, eventually, serialised to an upper-level TCB.
The same SPI is also used at the begin of a run to configure trigger parameters
(thresholds, gain factors and so on) and alter the state of global signals, such as
RUNMODE, SYNC and INBUSY in the Master TCB. The RUNMODE is the most
important signal and represents the "looking for a trigger" state so it directly enables
trigger generation. In this state, when a trigger prescaler reaches its configured value,
a GEnerate TRIgger (GETRI) signal is issued to the control module that generates a
pulse on the TRIGGER line of Trigger Bus and disables RUNMODE. Contemporarily
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In other TCB the algorithm output is directly sent to next levels
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with the RUNMODE falling edge, the INBUSY signal turns high and the board cannot
be reverted in the RUNMODE status as long as INBUSY is high or the overall system
is in BUSY state (sensed via the ancillary apparatus). When all the data are collected
the WDBs release the BUSY signal and the frontend computer sends two consecutive
SPI commands to TCB: the first cleans the INBUSY state and the second enables
again the RUNMODE. A similar SPI command can be used to generate a short SYNC
pulse both inside the board and through the Trigger Bus to synchronise the system at
the begin of run.
Also the TCB can be operated stand-alone in the case of small applications requiring
a single DAQ crate (with less than or equal to 256 channels), as in the case of the
PixTC 2016 Engineering Run. In the stand-alone mode a TCB board is able to exploit
all the features of the Master TCB, like handling the crate SYNC and BUSY logic and
creating the trigger signal.
4.2 The WaveDREAM trigger logic
As already stressed above, first stage trigger algorithms run on the WaveDREAM
boards. The inputs of this logic are the 16 outputs (one per input channel) of the
12-bit ADCs and fast analog comparators. The output will be a 64-bit encoded data
stream to be sent to the TCB. In certain conditions, like those occurred during the
PixTC Engineering run, the pieces of information to be sent to the TCB is just the
status of each scintillation tile (hit or not), so that only one bit is enough. In that
case, we actually decided not to use the backplane serial communication, which still
needs a careful reliability study, and just use the coincidence of the two discriminated
signals from the SiPMs at the opposite sides of a tile (see below). The transferred bus
from each WDB thus consists in 8 bits, one per differential line, so that no serialisation
was needed. By the way, the full test of WDB to TDB serial link has been recently
been accomplished in our laboratory, as described in section 4.6, and its use will be
postponed to the next Engineering Run, which is foreseen to take place with the LXe
next fall.
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4.2.1 TC "Pass-Trough" Trigger
As of today, the Timing Counter is the earliest of MEG II detectors to be partially
ready for test with the new TDAQ. The Timing Counter is maybe the simplest detector:
it could be considered a "hit or miss" detector, in the sense that for a certain channel
the most important information relies on if it is either over the noise level or below.
More advanced topics, like time-walk corrections, will be first studied on oﬄine data
prior being applied to online event selection. So for the engineering run we decided to
make only use of fast discriminator outputs at a trigger level.
In this configuration, each Pixel of the timing counter is readout by and discrimi-
nated by 2 independent channels, each receiving the linear fan-in of signals from the
SiPM on the same side of the Pixel. For the trigger to be almost insensitive to sensor
dark noise, a coincidence of the two discriminator outputs is used, whose threshold
level is set so as to cut low-energy deposits (mostly due to soft bremsstrahlung photons
or X-rays). The discriminator output is then received at the FPGA and shaped to hold
four 80 MHz clock ticks. Using the 8 LVDS lines, each pixel-hit has its own waveform
propagated from a WaveDREAM to the TCB, according to the scheme shown in figure
4.3. It is now worth noticing that the rising edge of the pixel-hit is not registered by
the 100 MHz clock, as it provides a measurement of the positron time-of-flight with
an accuracy of the order of a few hundreds picoseconds. This information is then
preserved and used to test trigger timestamp generation on the TCB.
4.2.2 Pattern Trigger
To exploit all the features of input comparators, even when connected to other
detectors than pixTC, we decided to add a programmable pattern-based trigger. The
design is based on the old Programmable Logic Array architecture[62] shown in figure
4.4. The 16 bits from discriminators are converted into a 32-bit word by appending
the binary complement of each, which can be used to program more complex logic
patterns where a single channel is also vetoed. Each pattern event is then stored as
a 32-bit value, each bit representing the requirement of a certain channel to be high
(or low). This is equivalent to the fuse-resistor-AND part of the old PLA architecture.
Each comparison can be individually enabled via control bits and is stored on a bit of
the output vector. We choose to limit our logic to 32 patterns. The OR of the whole
output vector finally delivers the Pattern trigger signal. Those patterns have been
used for instance to trigger calibration runs of the BGO calorimeter: we wanted to
select vertical tracks due to cosmic rays so as to obtain the Landau peak of the energy
deposit spectrum and use it to equalise the PMT gains. A more detailed description of
this setup is given at chapter 6.2.
4.2.3 Waveform Trigger
This kind of trigger is essential for LXe, where the most relevant physics information
is the overall number of collected photoelectrons, which provides a robust estimator of
the γ energy. Also auxiliary calorimeters, such as BGO and part of RDC are going
to exploit the same algorithm. Before being linearly summed, pedestal should be
subtracted to any waveform. Pedestal computation is operated on the average of four
consecutive ADC samples with no time correlation with the current sampling. In order
to use out-of-pulse samples for pedestal average, a 20-stage depth pipeline with ADC
readouts is used to obtain the average pedestal 20 clock ticks prior to the current ADC
sampling. The pipeline is disabled and the pedestal value no longer updated upon a
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Figure 4.5: Scheme of a DSP48A1, the Digital Signal Processing block available on Spartan
6 FPGA.
signal pulse condition, which occurs when the difference between the input data and
the current average is grater than a programmable threshold.
The output of pedestal subtraction is then multiplied by an 8-bit calibration factor
to compensate for different channel amplification. To minimise execution time we use
Digital Signal Processing blocks called DSP48A1 (whose hardware implementation
scheme is shown in figure 4.5), 180 of which are available on each WDB Spartan 6
FPGA[65]. Each DSP has a dedicated 18-bit adder-subtracter and a 48-bit Multiplier
followed by a 48 bit adder. This block works with binary-complement representation
of signed integers and can be clocked up to 300 MHz. An other interesting feature is
the possibility to combine two blocks to obtain, at the same clock tick, also the sum of
their multiplier outputs (labelled as “M REG”). In summary, each channel is connected
to a DSP block where the 18-bit adder/subtracter operates pedestal subtraction and
the multiplier the product by the associated calibration factor. At the M output the
calibrated waveform is then available. Each DSP block is then combined with its
companion at the last adder stage to obtain at the post-adder output (labelled as P)
the sum of the calibrated waveforms of two consecutive WDB channels.
The linear sum of pulse amplitudes is then accomplished by cascaded adder stages.
Also in this case, the use of DSP blocks is preferred to that of FPGA logic adders, as
the former are guaranteed to have a higher resolution (up to 48 bits) and to be much
faster the latter. The linear sum output can be finally encoded to part of 64-bit word
to be transmitted to the TCB or compared with a programmable threshold to obtain
a stand-alone trigger based on the energy deposit.
A very simple laboratory test of the firmware instantiating this linear sum was
obtained by fanning out a pulse to WDB channel input 0 and, after 70 ns delay, to
channel CH15. The result is shown in figure 4.6 for a calibration set with factors
respectively equal to 1 and 2.
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4.3 TCB Trigger Logic
The next trigger step is done on TCB and actually it is also the last one as long as
we use only one crate, as in the case of PixTC Engineering Run.
4.3.1 Pedestal Trigger
This trigger is conceived as a random trigger to check pedestal and noise measure-
ments. It is simply a looping counter at ∼ 854 Hz trigger rate. The choice of such
an odd frequency is to avoid any periodicity with the other signals, i.e. the 100 MHz
basic DRS clock. Using a 32 bit pre-scaler the acquisition rate for this trigger can be
reduced to sub-Hz so as not to overload the data acquisition.
4.3.2 Basic Timing Counter triggers
The simplest trigger is called single tile trigger and just requires at least one
“pixel-hit” condition. Comparator thresholds must be set low enough for this trigger to
be fully efficient to crossing positrons: due to the thinness of the tiles, such a threshold
cannot be higher than a few hundred keV, which is low enough to collect low-energy
beam related background. So we expect this trigger to be significantly affected by
noisy events.
A more stringent selection is accomplished by a multiplicity trigger. This first
merges a set of pixels in a row, as shown in figure 4.7: then the trigger condition is
met upon the coincidence of a minimum number of these rows to be hit. The average
hit multiplicity is ∼ 10, so that the positron time-of-flight can be well estimated and
a more robust trigger condition can be defined to get rid of the of low-energy stuff.
However the average multiplicity is not uniform due to the current size of the detector
and the turning sense of positrons in the magnetic field; indeed this condition must
be weakened for border pixels, in particular an hit in the ones shown in black in the
figure cause this trigger to fire.
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4.3.3 Track-like trigger
A safer positron trigger can then rely on a track-like condition. This algorithm
utilises a suited TC pixel numbering scheme, which was confirmed by extended Monte-
carlo simulations, where:
• the pixel ID increases first along φ (in the sense of the arrow in figure 4.8) and
then along z: due to the positron curl, the first tile to be crossed is the one with
the lowest ID;
• due to pixel staggering, positrons sometimes hit a tile close to the first one in
the same z-row;
• positrons cross up to three tiles on the next z-row which, according to the
numbering scheme adopted during the Engineering Run (where only 8 tiles were
available per row), start from ID+8;
• positrons then cross up to three tiles on the next-to-next z-row (thus starting
from ID+16 in the Engineering run numbering scheme).
Given the first hit ID, the track-like positron trigger then requires a coincident hit
either in the next or in the next-to-next z-row. An additional request is made on the
difference of the φ-indices of the hit pixels, which is supposed to be increasing along
the positron track. This bounds define a search window on (φ, z) view where to search
for at least one additional hit (apart from the first one). The window for two example
of positrons hitting the TC are shown in figure 4.8, with every z-row displayed by a
different colour. Here a red and a blue stars mark the first hit pixel of each positron,
then, according to the algorithm, the second hit is searched in a window including
the highlighted tiles for each. The overall efficiency on MC Signals of this trigger is
reported in figure 4.9.
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4.4 Additional TCB Logic
4.4.1 Time Stamp Generation
An accurate time estimator for each pixel is obtained by using a simple 8-bit loop
counter as shown in figure 4.10, which is clocked at 800 MHz (for a total 320 ns time
span) by using the output of a PLL driven by the synchronous 100 MHz input clock.
Each counter value is latched to a register on the rising edge of the pixel-hit pulse.
Then, upon trigger occurrence, the RUNMODE signal turns false and the latch of new
timestamps is disabled.
4.4.2 Scalers and trigger counters
As a first diagnostics of a suitable threshold setting, we want to obtain the counting
rates of each pixel as well as to check the possible presence of “hot” or “dead” channels.
We then implemented a scaler on each TCB input from WaveDREAM to count the
number of hits on the corresponding pixel. These counters are reset by a SYNC signal
at the begin of a run and simultaneously latched when there is an SPI read access
to the address of the first counter. In parallel, a loop counter named TOTALTIME
counts the number of a 1 MHz clock ticks (derived by the division of the main clock)
to obtain an estimate of the total time been elapsed since the begin of run: the counter
output is then latched to a dedicated register simultaneously with the scaler readout.
The estimate of single pixel rates is then straightforward and can be used to identify
anomalous channels and adjust their threshold accordingly. Figure 4.11a shows an
example of the user interface to the TDAQ operator, where computed mean rates
during the run are displayed.
Similar counters are implemented to obtain trigger rates by counting the number of
generated triggers, which are latched on the falling edge of the RUNMODE. The user
interface to that information is shown in figure 4.11b. Another relevant information
which is there displayed is the live time fraction, which is obtained using a counter
similar to that of TOTALTIME, with the difference of being enabled by the RUNMODE
(whose status is low during data readout).
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Figure 4.11: DAQ Operator Trigger interfaces
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4.5 MIDAS Frontend Code
To build the graphical interfaces shown in figures 4.11a and 4.11b, the data have
to be moved from the FPGAs to the online PCs. As described in chapter 2.10, this
job is accomplished by the MIDAS frontend programs. As a first step, we developed
the libraries with read and write access functions to be used respectively in memory
data readout from and trigger configuration setup to both WDBs and TCB. The TCB
data is address-mapped onto the SPI bus accessible via the CMB. The WaveDREAM
instead, using the MicroBlaze CPU, parses text strings received on ethernet UDP
(User Datagram Protocol) packets. An ethernet socket is also established by the WDB
to send out UDP packets, containing sampled waveforms, upon trigger occurrence,
without the need of any master supervised access.
The basic Frontend program uses such libraries to interface with hardware and it
relies on six user-defined functions:
frontend_init(), called at the frontend initialisation, which is supposed to setup the
communication with the hardware;
begin_of_run(), to load board configuration and enable trigger generation;
poll_event(), which is executed during a run while the system is idle and quits the
MIDAS wait loop as soon as a trigger is generated;
read_triggger_event(), which is called after poll_event() detects a trigger to
retrieve data from hardware and arrange them in a standard MIDAS bank;
end_of_run(), which stops data taking after disabling trigger generation;
frontend_exit(), to close the communication with the hardware.
We developed different frontend codes to be used for a test of stand-alone WDB boards
and for the DAQ of a full crate, as in the case of the PixTC Engineering Run. In
the former case, with a single board to be acquired, the event polling routine checks
the status of the internal trigger. In the latter case instead, MIDAS polls on a TCB
register so as to check the RUNMODE status and start TCB readout when it is low.
4.6 Setup and test of data serial transmission
When dealing with the liquid Xenon calorimeter, also the amplitude sum has to be
involved in the trigger: with more than 8 bits to be broadcast per clock cycle, 8 lines
are not enough and serialisation is mandatory. In order to be ready for the incoming
Engineering Run with this detector, we implemented a serial communication between a
WDB and a TCB and between two TCBs, both in the “slave-to-master” configuration
(with the two boards in the same crate communicating via the backplane) as well as
in the “master-to-slave” one (with the boards in two different crates linked via the
FCI external cable). The design used a simple serialiser-deserialiser interface already
built-in inside the FPGA[63]. To this purpose Xilinx library provides two FPGA
primitives to instantiate output parallel-to-serial converters (known as OSERDES ) as
well as to perform to the other way round operation (named ISERDES ).
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Figure 4.12: Transmission setups being used in the data serialisation tests.
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4.6.1 ISERDES and OSERDES
Both Kintex 7 and Spartan 6 FPGAs are able to exploit Serialiser-Deserialiser
capability at each I/O pad. OSERDES basically consist in fast hardware-implemented
shift registers to operate a parallel-to-serial conversion. The serialisation factor can be
up to 14:1 in Kintex 7 and up to 8:1 in Spartan. As a proof of concept we tested the
8:1 serialisation: since we have 8 LVDS pairs, in a single 100 MHz clock cycle we can
transfer 64 bit corresponding to an overall 6.4 Gbps bandwidth. Eight OSERDES are
then needed to this job, each with an 8-bit parallel input and a 1 bit serial output to
be connected to a differential buffer driver. The control signals are reset signals to be
issued before starting the communication and a pair of clock signals: a slow one for
fabric interface and a faster one (multiplied by the serialisation factor) for serialisation.
The ISERDES receiving stage is almost identical except that each primitive has 1 bit
serial input and an 8-bit parallel bus output.
4.6.2 PLL Dynamic Reconfiguration
Due to PCB space constraints, nets routed in the crate backplane to connect each
slave to the the TCB reserved slot have different lengths, depending on the slave slot.
This means that synchronous data from different transmitters arrive at the receiver
out of phase. In order to establish a stable data transmission, different skews can be
compensated for by tuning the relative phase ϕ of each transmitter so that serial data
from different slaves are time-aligned when received by the master: if so, data can be
parallelised and registered on the same clock tick in the receiver FPGA.
In order to vary ϕ in an almost continuous fashion and check the correct data trans-
mission, we exploited the FPGA feature of a Dynamic Reconfiguration of transmitter
PLL[64], which allows us to access a register inside the PLL to set up 8 possible values
of ϕ using an acknowledged transfer communication with dedicated Data Enable (DE)
and Data Ready (DRDY) signals. With the setup shown in figure 4.12a, this value
can be incremented in steps of ∼ 156 ps.
4.6.3 IODelay primitive
Another way to fix the problem of different net lengths is to use a variable input
delay ∆ on the receiving TCB using a dedicated Xilinx primitive as shown in figure
4.12b. This primitive, known as IDELAY, instantiates a tap delay chain adjustable in
∼ 80 ps steps1. The delay value can be loaded online from a given data vector using a
dedicated VAR_LOAD signal.
4.6.4 SerDes Communication Test
The communication between boards was one of the biggest concern in this new
system. This concern is inherent in the distribution of the reference clock signal and in
the fact that each board utilises its own PLLs to obtain the high speed clock needed
to data serialisation: the receiver uses its own version of the high-speed clock, instead
of using the one of the transmitter2, so both two clocks need to be very stable. To
1 Finer steps are even possible, but at the price of reducing the maximum allowed compensation
delay, which is 32 times the step size. Since we have to compensate skews up to 2 ns, the chosen step
was the optimal one.
2 The transmitter high-speed clock could be in fact delivered to the receiver by using one of the 8
LVDS lines, with the cost of reducing the size of the data transmitted bus to 56 bits.
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Figure 4.13: Trasmission error probability versus IDELAY tap value: each tap is set ∼ 80 ps.
test the connection between two boards we loaded in the transmitting one a dual-port
memory of 64-bit data width, accessible via SPI backplane as shown in both figure
4.12a and 4.12b. A loop counter is used to address one memory cell, whose content
is directly sent to the group of eight OSERDES. The receiving FPGA contains eight
ISERDES to decode the 64-bit data and store them in a dual-port RAM memory also
accessible from SPI. To reset the memory address, a backplane SYNC signal is issued
from the master to the slave. As reported in the previous subsection, the test can
proceed either by setting the PLL output phase to the transmitter or the IDelay value
to the receiver. At the begin of the test a random pattern was generated on a PC
and loaded to the memories of the transmitter. After completing a transmission cycle,
the receiver memory content is frozen and written to the PC to be compared to the
transmitted pattern. The rest of this discussion will focus on IDelay test because of the
better step resolution and we decided to adopt this layout for the serial communication
used in the experiment.
The results of the transmission test, for both WDB-to-TCB and TCB-to-TCB
slave-to-master configuration are shown in figure 4.13. Here the observed bit error
rate is plotted versus the programmed IDelay tap value. The width of zero-error
interval varies between 880 ps in the case of TCB-TCB transmission and 640 ps in
the WDB-TCB one. This difference is mainly accounted for by the worse switching
characteristics of the Spartan 6 FPGA. To ensure long term transmission reliability we
checked that up to 1 Gb data can be transmitted without any errors, thereby allowing
us to put an upper limit to the bit error rate of BER < 10−11. We are confident that
the BER is significantly lower than the limit we measured. To be further guaranteed,
some redundancy check will be implemented in the first application of SerDes to real
data taking.
The test has been carried out also with a crate filled of WaveDREAMs transmitting
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Figure 4.14: Backplane track length and zero error transmission window
all together, thus prove that the data crowding has no effect on transmission.
The measured transmission latency oscillate between 60 and 70 ns due to SYNC
uncompensated propagation. The transmission takes place in 40 ns; the other clock
cycles are needed for data retrieving (on the transmitter side RAMs) and registration
(on the receiver one). By iterating the above procedure for each slot in a crate, it is
possible to build the graph shown in figure 4.14, where the safe transmission window is
displayed as a function of the slave slot number. It appears clear that the compensating
delay is anti-correlated with the net length.
Part III
Trigger simulation and data
analysis
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Chapter 5
Background suppression and
trigger rates
5.1 Need of a reliable rate estimate
With the new apparatus described in chapter 2, the improved MEG II experiment
will have to face an incoming muon rate ∼ 2 times bigger than the old MEG. The
increased intensity will put even higher emphasis on waveform digitisation with im-
proved bandwidth to cope with a more likely event pileup. The final MEG DAQ rate
was about 12 Hz mainly due to the accidental background. As described in section 2.1,
this kind of background scales with the squared incoming muon rate: with the former
phase I setup the resulting rate would raise up to an intolerable 48 Hz DAQ rate.
Hence the improved MEG II detector performance has to exploited not only at
the stage of oﬄine event reconstruction, but also to achieve a more efficient online
background rejection to limit the data throughput. In this chapter I will discuss how
to obtain a reliable rate estimate based on Montecarlo simulations of the new detector.
Resulting values are also the starting point for the design of the firmware for a second
level trigger.
5.2 e+ − γ timing
Currently the timing is estimated as the difference of the timestamps obtained by
the latch of 800 MHz loop counters, as described in section 4.4.1. This scheme cannot
be just moved as it is to Spartan 6 WaveDREAM FPGA, because the maximum clock
allowed by fabric is 400 MHz. The expected online resolution for a 400 MHz counter
would be 2.50/
√
12 ns = 722 ps, twice worse than the previous one.
A first possibility is to use a different timing generator which could make us achieve
the same resolution using half the clock frequency. The other possibility is to reserve
one of the backplane lines to forward discriminator output and to implement the
Pass-Through logic shown in figure (4.3). The effective experimental resolution, with
much more statistics, will be studied with more detail in chapter 6.
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5.2.1 The use of Double Data Rate (IDDR) primitive
The Double Data Rate (DDR) is a data bus designed to be used in modern computer
(especially as a SDRAM interface). The idea is to sample data not only at clock rising
edge but also at the falling one, thereby doubling the sampling speed at the same
clock period. This protocol is hardware implemented hardware via a couple of registers
connected as shown in the shaded area of the figure 5.1. DDR is so common that these
registers are present at each FPGA input pin and can be instantiated via the IDDR
primitive. According to the Kintex 7 device manual[66], DDR device can work up to
1.2 GSPS sampling speed with a 600 MHz clock. DDR is implemented on Spartan 6
too: here the maximum sampling (800 MSPS) is limited by the maximum frequency
of the fabric clock, but it is enough to halve the timing resolution back to the former
value.
Using the IDDR and a bunch of shift registers as shown in the figure 5.1, the status
of all the discriminators can be recorded at full DDR sampling speed. To keep the
timestamp resolution at an 8-bit value, the discriminator rising edge is found via a
priority encoder and the remaining bits are filled with a loop counter to allow time
differences longer than the clock period.
5.2.2 Time Linearity test on TCB
The DDR timing method and the counter-latch one have been tested simulating
LVDS WaveDREAM signals via a AFG3102 Function Generator. The cable delays
have not been compensated but the plot of picture 5.2 shows that the difference of
timestamps is linear with in the time difference generated by the AFG3102. On the
TCB side, we tested the system at clock frequencies up to 900 MHz, quite above the
limit suggested by FPGA vendor. We checked that the system remains operating (i.e.
the timestamp difference is still linear with relative delays) also at these frequencies.
The RMS of each measurement in figure 5.2 gives an estimate of the timing resolution.
The mean RMS on the 10 points for a given timestamp generator is reported in table
5.1. As expected, using the double data sampling DDR at 800 MHz allows us to
achieve a resolution which is a factor 2 better than the one obtained with loop counters
at the same frequency. Instantiating DDR and timestamp measurement in the WDB
Spartan 6 FPGA was eventually the chosen solution, which should guarantee the RMS
of timestamp difference distribution to be 360 ps. Moving this firmware to the TCB,
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Figure 5.2: DDR Linearity test
Timestamp Average of RMS
500 MHz DDR 349± 80 ps
700 MHz DDR 306± 47 ps
800 MHz DDR 261± 44 ps
900 MHz DDR 231± 42 ps
800 MHz Counter 542± 98 ps
Table 5.1: DDR and Counter Resolution averaged on 10 runs of 1000 events
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Figure 5.3: Timing efficiency for MEGII with 800 MHz sampling compared to the MEG
one.
though with a better resolution, would require too many LVDS connection from the
WDB to fit all the discriminator outputs. This value has to be compared with the 3 ns
online resolution in MEG. This improvement has an immediate impact of the selection
efficiency, as shown in figure 5.3: the efficiency curves are obtained by requiring an
efficiency larger than 97% for e+ − γ pairs with relative timing |teγ | < 6.5 ns. By
comparing the two curves we expect a 35% reduction of accidental background with
respect to MEG. Further reduction could be possible if the collaboration agrees to
reduce the time coincidence interval below ±6.5 ns. Given the random nature of
accidentals, any cut in time will result in a linear cut in the coincidence rate.
In fact the timing coincidence interval should be corrected for the time of flight
of each particle from the target to the detectors. While being straightforward in the
case of the photon, this is more difficult in the case of the curved positron trajectory,
which could turn several times (depending on the emission angle) in the drift chamber
volume before hitting the timing counter. At a first trigger level, the missing track
length information ultimately limits the possibility of further reducing the teγ online
coincidence window. Figure 5.4 shows the time of flight versus the pixel ID for signal
positrons as obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation (tiles with ID below 256 belong
to the downstream part of the TC, the others to the upstream one). A multi-turn
structure in the scatter plot is clearly visible. The bulk of the tracks (about 80%)
arrive at the TC between arr3 ns and 6 ns, after turning twice in the spectrometer. So
restricting the selection to those events would induce 20% inefficiency. It would be even
possible to enlarge the selection to include the 15% of the tracks arriving ∼ 2 ns later
due to another turn. Our current attitude is that a conservative cut has to be applied
at the very beginning of physics data taking. Any evaluation about the opportunity to
further constrain this selection will be taken based on real data.
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Figure 5.5: Raw XEC waveforms summed on SiPMs and PMTs separately
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Figure 5.6: Online XEC waveform simulation summed on SiPMs and PMTs separately
5.3 γ energy
A robust energy estimator is the sum of charge detected by all the photosensors,
as resulting from waveform integrals. However, he LXe decay time ∼ 45 ns is too
long to be integrated online: to collect the 90% of the charge, a 100 ns integration
gate would be needed. An alternative, much faster estimator is associated with the
pulse amplitude which, for a fixed pulse shape, is just proportional to the number of
collected photoelectrons. With the old LXe readout, utilising only PMTs of the same
type, a single calibration factor was needed. The introduction of the new MPPCs,
beside the old PMTs, introduces a difference in recorded waveforms, due to the bigger
MPPC capacitance, as visible in figure 5.5: then different calibration factors have to
be computed for each set of sensors. Using the Montecarlo code for the new apparatus,
we generated 80000 signal events to simulate photoelectron collection and waveform
generation for each sensor in the detector. Waveforms are generated assuming a
1.6 GSPS Domino sampling rate (the old MEG one). To simulate the 100 MSPS ADC
a 1st order low-pass 50 MHz FIR filter[67] has been applied to the data1. This filter
emulates the analog DRS transfer function when used in Transparent Mode. Then
a 16:1 suppression is coded by retaining one every 16 samples with a random offset.
Resulting values are finally discretised to a 12-bit value. The output waveform are
reported in figure 5.6. By summing the waveforms of all the channel and finding its
maximum a resolution of σEE ∼ 4% is achieved as shown in figure 5.7a. These data
have to be corrected by PhotoCathodic coverage, Quantum Efficiency (or PDE in the
case of MPPC) and gain as reported in table 5.2. The charge-amplitude relation for
the two type of photosensors is then extracted by looking at the linear correlation of
waveform integral versus the peak value.
Each charge value has still to be corrected by the local photocathodic density,
which is not uniform on detector surfaces. Correction factors for each sensor are then
computed by Montecarlo simulation.
Figure 5.8 shows the linear anti-correlation of the pulse height sum as separately
1 The input waveform is stored in an array of 1024 samples I[n]. The filtered waveform O[n] is
obtained by the equation O[n] = c O[n− 1] + (1− c) I[n] where c = e− 50 MHz1.6 GHz as prescribed by pole
position in Z transformation.
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Calibration factor MPPCs PMTs
gain 8 · 106 15 · 106
Q.E. (include quartz window) 0.17 0.16
charge/amplitude 13.97 11.58
Table 5.2: Typical values of LXe calibration factors: the photocathodic coverage is not
included in the table as it depends on the position of each sensor.
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Figure 5.7: Online spectrum for signal events before 5.7a and after 5.7b calibration factor
obtained by the two sets of sensors. This can be explained by the fluctuations of the
γ-interaction vertex in LXe: the closer to the inner face, the larger the charge collected
by MPPCs. The profile of this distribution is anti-linear with a factor 2 correlation,
which results from the almost double gain of PMTs with respect to MPPCs (see table
5.2).
Accounting for all these contributions, a 5-bit calibration coefficient has been
computed to be applied to online data. The calibrated spectrum is shown in figure
5.7b. This graph is fitted by a Gaussian with different tails superimposed to an almost
flat distribution to take into account the energy straggling.
f(x) = B(1− erf(x− µ
σ1
)) +
{
A e(
x−µ
σ1
)2 , for x > µ
A e
( x−µ
σ1−σ2(x−µ) )
2
, for x ≤ µ
(5.1)
The right tail is due to the energy resolution and gives an online estimation of σEE = 1%,
to be confirmed with experimental data as soon as the detector is ready.
The oﬄine analysis of MEG II events requires the photon-induced e.m. shower
to deposit an energy larger that 48 MeV. The main background source is the muon
radiative decay: other contributions due to positron annihilation in flight (AIF) and
Bremsstrahlung are neglected in this simulation. By rising the old MEG threshold,
while maintaining the 97% efficiency above 48 MeV, we will get a 60% rate reduction.
This is extracted from the integral of histograms in figure 5.9. Such an improvement is
mainly obtained due to the enhanced uniformity in the light collection, in particular
for events close to the inner face.
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Figure 5.10: Kinematics-related correlation in signal events
5.4 θeγ Direction Match
The latency constraint forbids the trigger system to utilise any tracker information
at the first level. Any cut on the decay kinematics must then rely on the assumption on
the positron momentum to be compatible with that of a signal event. Kinematical cuts
can then be applied by requiring a correlation between the γ-direction, as obtained by
hit position in LXe, and the positron one, as inferred by the hit in the pixTC and by
the magnetic field map. This correlation is hardware implemented using a lookup table
(LUT). As shown in figure 5.10 there is a clear evidence of correlation between LXe
and pixTC hits: each photon hit position on LXe inner face is mapped to a surface
on pixTC whose area depends on the selection efficiency. To build this map the same
set of generated signal events was used. Given the transverse size of the shower (the
Molière radius for LXe is ∼ 5.2 cm), it is useless to insert entries in the LUT for
individual MPPCs; so we decided to group them in 4 × 4 square patches of about
4.8 cm side. This area is also similar to the size of a PMT. The patch with maximum
signal is found and mapped to the first hit pixel on Timing Counter obtaining the map
of figure 5.11. For each MPPC patch in LXe, PixTC tile indices are appended to the
LUT until a 97% efficiency on signal is achieved. Thanks to the finer TC segmentation
and the resulting better accuracy on positron hit position, the size of the allowed area
at 97% efficiency is smaller than in the case of MEG: as shown in figure 5.12, the
average allowed area size is now 6% of that of the whole TC, while it used to be about
19% beforehand. By integrating this difference on the Michel positron distribution, we
expect a 40% background rate reduction while preserving the same sensitivity.
5.5 e+ tracking trigger
This kind of trigger is very difficult in our experimental setup: apart from latency
issues, we expect a pileup of ∼ 10 tracks in a 150 ns time window due to drift time
and signal pre- amplification. This trigger really hard to be applied, at least at a
first trigger level. Preliminary and conservative estimates of trigger rates (see next
subsection) do not exceed values registered during the MEG Run. Our current idea
is to go on with the first level trigger at least at the very beginning of the Phase II
Run and to postpone the usage of drift chamber pieces of information at a second-level
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Figure 5.11: Direction match map for signal events. Note that only bins with data contribute
to trigger logic.
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Online Parameter MEG MEG II effect on RATE
beam luminosity (µ+/s) 3 · 107 7 · 107 + 444%
timing resolution (σt [ns]) 3 1 − 35%
energy resolution (σEE [ns]) 0.035 0.015 − 60%
DM coverage (fraction of TC area) 0.19 0.06 − 40%
Total 85% of MEG Rate
Table 5.3: Online contribution to MEG and MEGII DAQ rate
trigger, to be issued with longer latencies (order of tens microseconds). In this scheme,
the first level trigger will be issued to stop the Domino wave and start ADC digitisation;
the readout data will be stored on DCB memories until the second level trigger enables
the event data recording to disk.
5.6 Rate estimate
To quantify the increased pileup effect I will use the last MEG values as a baseline.
Given the hardware available at that time, MEG achieved very good online
resolutions[61], as reported in table 5.3 in comparison with (conservative) predic-
tions for MEG II, together with the effects to the DAQ Rate. The maximum rate ever
registered in MEG was 12 Hz. The effect of the increased beam luminosity (more than
doubled than beforehand) is accompanied by a DAQ rate increase by about a factor 4
due to dominant accidental background. On the other hand, a relevant background
suppression is expected due to improved online resolution. The overall effect is a ∼ 15%
reduction of the average DAQ rate. This means that we will have ∼ 10 Hz; with 3 MB
expected event size, the final data throughput should not exceed 30 MB/s, not so far
from MEG (60 TByr ). Beside the trigger, data reduction can also be accomplished by
improving zero suppression.

Chapter 6
Data-taking and trigger analysis
MEG II physics data-taking is foreseen for the summer 2017, in the meanwhile
we plan to have several engineering runs with beam and without it. The first run
started in December 2015, in these early runs several detector are still in construction
or upgrade, so we often refer to them as "Pre-Engineering" runs.
6.1 Pre-Eng Runs description
The 2016 run was the first attempt to record real signal with the WaveDAQ system.
As a first test the system was condensed in its main components: a single WaveDREAM
and then a single crate. In the single crate setup each WaveDREAM was directly
connected to a network switch to avoid the need of a DCB, its position is occupied by
an Ancillary Master to distribute clock and trigger bus signals.
6.2 BGO Calorimeter Calibration
The simplest DAQ is a single WaveDREAM with the addition of dedicated trigger
logic that can self-trigger the board. The goal of this run was to record the 16-crystal
BGO calorimeter to equalize their gains. To do this the Landau Peak of the energy
deposit of cosmic muons were recorded.
6.2.1 Setup
Each BGO channel is fed into a WaveDREAM channel. Since it is a 4x4 crystal
calorimeter it fits in a single board, so we used the stand-alone WaveDREAM version
is visible in figure 6.1. To select cosmic muon the algorithm needs to select vertical
tracks using pattern triggers: the trigger condition requires an hit in the top row and
another in the bottom one. All the others channels are considered as "do not care"
and this reduces the number of necessary patterns to 16. An example of trigged tracks
is shown in figure 6.2 where the 4x4 matrix is the BGO is seen by front with muon
crossing the detector vertically. The colour in figure 6.2 is the recorded pulse height,
note that when there is two hits in the same row the muons do not crosses the BGO
crystal from side to side and the recorded pulse is lower.
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Figure 6.1: Single WaveDREAM board
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Figure 6.2: BGO cosmic ray track trigged with the pattern algorithm.
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6.2.2 Data analysis
The crude detector setup has been performed by RDC working group using common
NIM hardware, they set up the HV and did some preliminary test of signal integrity.
Using the final HV, the spectrum for a given channel is reported in figure 6.3a.
From the figure the Landau peak around 0.6 mV is clearly evident, at smaller values
there are some events with less energy loss due to tracks with smaller path inside
that crystal. The peak at 0.95 mV is due to saturated events. While doing these
calibrations the ADC driver in the WaveDREAM proved to be not linear. Using an
arbitrary waveform generator several pulse height where recorded (10 ns pulses with
100 ns exponential decay) and the graph of figure 6.3 shows the relationship between
recorded pulse height and effective one. The final spectrum, summed on all channels, is
reported in figure 6.3b before and after the correction for the non linearity. The DAQ
rate is limited by detector acceptance to ∼ 2 Hz, using pedestal trigger it collected
events up to 40 Hz.
6.3 Timing Counter beam test
The next step was to set up a whole DAQ crate while measuring the time resolution
of the new timing counter and testing it’s related trigger logic. Two weeks of beam
time was collected using different thresholds and trigger logics.
6.3.1 Setup
To ensure the waveform synchronisation a sine waveform was applied in the last
channel of each Dominos (namely channel 7 and channel 15). In the last board the
channel 0 was used to record the laser pulse signal to trigger on laser events. The
channel 2 of the same board was connected to the proton current monitor: it generates
100kHz for each mA in the proton beam, this reading is used to normalise recorded
rates with the incoming muon flux. Each of the 112 TC tiles are connected to two
WaveDREAM channels, internally the signals are shaped to be a 4 clock wide signal
and then put in coincidence as described for the "Pass-Trough" trigger. On the TCB
we receive a link for each tile connected, apply the algorithms described in chapter 4
and generate the trigger timestamps. In image 6.4 is shown a track of a positron in
the Timing Counter, the event was triggered by a single-tile trigger but shows a track
structure.
About half the beam the time generation was based on looping counters and the
other half DDR generators at 600 MHz were used, so a direct comparison between the
two system is now possible.
6.3.2 Discriminator working characteristics
The first step is to check each of the input discriminators work as expected, to do
this the DRS spectrum of input channels can be used: a subsample of all events can be
selected by requiring that the discriminator revealed a pulse, an example of the global
spectrum and the discriminated one, integrated on all channels, is reported in figure
6.5a. Dividing the two histogram results in Figure 6.5b that shows the comparator
efficiency response at different pulse heights. Errors have been calculated with the
ROOT TEfficiency class[68], they are asymmetric because of the binomial nature of
efficiency, both a bayesian error with a flat prior and a frequentistic approach was
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Figure 6.3: ADC Driver saturation, relationship between recorded pulses and input ones.
Figure 6.4: Timing Counter trigged track
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Figure 6.5: Pulse Height spectra and efficiency integrated on all channels
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Figure 6.6: Effective threshold for WaveDREAM 11
tested resulting in no evident differences. Analysing the single channel, the single
counter efficiency can be extracted using an Error Function. Comparing the measured
threshold with the one set in the MIDAS code results in the graph of figure 6.6 . In
the plot 6.6 we put all channels of a certain WaveDREAM, the similar colours are
the channels connected to the same digital-analog converter. As visible, there is a
small difference between channel belonging to different DACs, this is currently under
investigation. By looking at figure 6.6 the effective threshold seems to be the double of
the setup one, that’s because in the schematic the comparator is connected between the
positive differential signal line and ground, in this way it only senses half of the input
voltage. The non linearity of figure 6.6 may be partially connected with the saturation
of the ADC driver but the interpretation is not easy because both the discriminator
and the DRS input are connected after the non linear buffer.
6.3.3 Pixel Attenuation and efficiency
By carefully looking at plot 6.5b it’s evident that there is a lack of trigged events
around −0.2 V, this is due to the attenuation inside the pixel: by design we request
both the channels of the same pixel in 80 ns time window. If a signal is near the
threshold for one of two channel, it can fluctuate under the threshold due to attenuation.
The tiles are too small to be affected by intrinsic light attenuation in the scintillator,
the observed attenuation could be related to non perfect reflection of the light inside
the scintillator tile. By assuming an uniform escaping probability, the pulse turns out
to be exponential suppressed by travelling in the scintillator:
V1(z) = α1Ee
− zλ (6.1)
V2(z) = α2Ee
− `−zλ (6.2)
In equation 6.2, V1,2 are the pulse heights recorded by SiPMs for an energy deposit E
as a function of the impact point z. The hit position is measured starting from the
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Figure 6.7: Correlation between new estimators and hit position (measuerd from Time Of
Flight measurements)
first SiPM, so the distance from the second detector is correlated by means of the total
pixel length `. Using the recorded values of V1 and V2 we can build two estimators:√
V1V2 =
√
α1α2e−
`
λE (6.3)
log(
V2
V1
) = log(
α2
α1
)− `
λ
+
2 z
λ
(6.4)
Except for some calibration constants, the equation 6.3 shows an energy estimator
while the equation 6.4 refers to a position estimator. To check those estimators work as
expected we can compare them with the oﬄine measurement of time of flight between
the SiPMs defined as:
TOF =
z
v
− `− z
v
+ ∆ (6.5)
In equation 6.5 v is the velocity of light inside the tile and ∆ is a fixed time offset due
to cable propagation.
In Figure 6.7a the linear correlation between the position estimator and the TOF
value is shown, this correlation is absent in the energy estimator (Figure 6.7b). The
correlation of figure 6.7a is worsened by the integration on all SiPM channels, a single
tile study is possible but requires high statistics due to the low occupancy of tiles. In
principle the angular coefficient of this correlation can be used to extract the value λv .
Using the energy estimator the same threshold study of figure 6.5a can be carried out,
as shown in figure 6.8a and 6.8b and the efficiency response is similar to what expected
by an error function without the strange lack of events. By fit both the landau and the
ERF the single hit efficiency can be estimated by dividing the integral of the product
with the landau integral that acts as normalisation. The measured efficiency of single
hit collection is (97.6 ± 0.8) %. The error has been calculated numerically and not
assume correlation between fit parameters.
6.3.4 Rate Scan
The working point for the TC run was fixed by looking at trigger rates while
scanning the threshold values. The trigger counters and algorithms are always working
even while the board is busy. This means they are not effected by readout dead time and
the only major correction is the one due to incoming muon flux: in our experiment the
incoming beam luminosity can vary, the trigger rate was then normalised accordingly
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Figure 6.8: Attenuation-corrected spectra and efficiency integrated on all channels
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Figure 6.9: Threshold trigger rate scan for the beam-related triggers
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Figure 6.10: Timing Counter offsets
with the incoming beam current. The rates of the three beam-related trigger is shown
in figure 6.9 as a function of the DAQ threshold. We can see that all the three rates
have a plateau between −40 mV and −30 mV, the final threshold was fixed at −40 mV.
The shift between the three trigger is related to their efficiency and their background
rejection. A further study of algorithm efficiency request a definition of good positron
that will be defined using those year data.
6.3.5 Online Timing
To check that the timestamp generators are working as expected we can look
at the average difference between each counter timestamp and the Laser SYNC in
laser events. The map of figure 6.10 shows those offsets for the pixels connected to
the laser, in the first two columns the colour shows the offset shift due to TC and
WaveDAQ backplane signal propagation. The online time resolution can be measured
by analysing the distribution of time difference between nearby counters. Selecting
events were two nearby counters are hit by a positron, the time of flight between
them is negligible since few centimetres corresponds to no more than 100 ps. The
offsets are related to the cabling of the system but, assuming that all the counters have
the same resolution, the distribution width is simply
√
2 times bigger than the time
resolution of the single counter. In figure 6.11 is reported the distribution of computed
resolutions for DDR and Latch time generators, the average value for DDR is only
100 ps better than the one for Latch. The intrinsic resolutions on the time difference
can be evaluated by assuming a flat distribution for each counter, and it turns out to
be σDDR =
√
2 0.8333 ns√
12
= 348 ps for the DDR and similarly σLatch = 510 ps for the
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Figure 6.11: DDR and Latch online resolution
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Latch. Both these expected resolutions are ∼ 170 ps worse than expected.
6.3.6 Time Walk
One of the reasons of the degraded time resolution can be the discriminator time
walk, to check this contribution laser runs are selected because in these runs we can
use the SYNC signal as a fixed reference and vary the laser power output to explore all
the possible pulse-heights. In figure 6.12a is shown the scatter plot of pulse height and
time distance from the laser SYNC. The pulses with smaller height tends to arrive one
bin later as expected for a fixed-threshold discriminator. To show this effect we draw
the same plot in figure 6.12b, for the same events, but using the threshold crossing time
reconstructed from DRS waveforms. This give us a better time resolution and shows
that the effect is ∼ 1 ns on the whole input range, the time walk can be evaluated and
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Figure 6.12: WaveDREAM output logic jitter measurement, the trigger is on a the generator
SYNC output
compensated by fitting the graph of figure 6.12b with the empirical function:
t = t0 − k√
V − V0
(6.6)
where t0, V0 and k are fit parameters. Subtracting this dependency from plot 6.12a,
the single counter time resolution reduced from 398 ps to 337 ps so the effect of time
walk on timing resolution (for the used threshold) is expected to be 211 ps.
6.3.7 Logic jitter
To study the effect of WaveDREAM Logic on timing, we generated two pulses
using the AFG3102 Function Generator to simulate a scintillator tile signal. The Wave-
DREAM output is recorded on a Tektronix MSO4104B Oscilloscope while triggering on
the generator SYNC signal, the output jitters as shown in figure 6.12 with an HWHM
172 ps. In this setup, the function generator jitter have been measured to be negligible.
In table 6.1 the various contributions to timing resolution are listed. They add in
quadrature since they are not correlated and the final sum agrees with the measured
resolution.
When the timing will be moved to the WaveDREAM firmware, there will be less
logic between the discriminator and timestamp generators so the actual electronic
jitter is expected to reduce. In future also the the time walk will be corrected by using
the ADC readings and an hardware lookup table.
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value
intrinsic resolution 240 ps
time walk 210 ps
electronic jitter on SYNC channel 172 ps
electronic jitter on Signal channel 172 ps
total 401 ps
measured resolution 398 ps
Table 6.1: effects on single counter online time resolution, the sum of contributions is in
quadrature
Chapter 7
Final considerations
7.1 Experiment perspectives
The incoming year will see the end of detector construction as well as the assembly
and the commissioning of the MEG II apparatus. The LXe calorimeter is expected to be
operating in an Engineering Run fall 2016 and will be the first detector to fully exploit
the serial link communication described in this thesis. The detector response will be
tested using Cockcroft-Walton accelerator and α particles. This will be interesting
also from the online point of view because, as we will have the chance to obtain the
online photon energy resolution based on real data and to make a comparison with
the simulation output (see 5). For the LXe Run we envisaged a multi-crate version
of the TDAQ, with a setup closer to that of the final system, which will allow us
to get a better extrapolation to the final latency. The full Timing Counter is also
expected to be completed in this year. The timestamp machinery developed for this
pre-engineering runs and the direction map tables will be implemented in hardware to
setup the coincidence between those two detectors.
7.2 New trigger possibilities
The Cylindrical Drift Chamber will be assembled in the early next year. By that
time the TDAQ performance will be verified end eventually integrated with new High
level trigger (HLT) configurations. Currently the MEG II collaboration is speculating
on two HLT hypothesis to further reduce the DAQ rate:
• some kind of pattern-matching/track-finding methods implemented in the drift
chamber TCBs to abort the data readout if no matched positron track is found;
• a cluster of dedicated commercial PC to process the data with a simplified version
of the oﬄine algorithms.
Both possibilities seem to be feasible since, as of today, the FPGA firmware uses only
7% of the available logic resources and the 10 Gigabit ethernet output from the Data
Concentrator Boards can sustain up to ∼ kHz stream rate.
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7.3 Conclusions
In this thesis I described the MEG II apparatus, aimed to measure BR(µ+ →
e+ + γ) = µ
+→e++γ
µ+→X with a sensitivity of 6 · 10−14. This achievement is possible using
the 108 µs high intensity muon beamline at PSI and a whole set of improved detectors.
The new FPGA-based trigger and DAQ system have to face this event pileup to
maintain a sustainable data rate. I showed that we can expect a DAQ rate of around
10 Hz while maintaining a 97% efficiency on interest variables.
I described the hardware and firmware setup used for the 2016 Pre-engineering
run involving the Timing Counter detector to measure positron time of flight and the
calibration of the BGO waveforms using cosmic rays. I analysed the raw Trigger and
DAQ data and I showed their agreement with the expectations.
In parallel I implemented and tested the serial communication that will be used in
the final configuration. A 4-crate version of the TDAQ system is being assembled and
tested.
The MEG II experiment is expected to be commissioned in the upcoming year and
start the physics data taking by the end of 2017.
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